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and they always sent for him to sit up
*?r»n of officers he declared h im self not Simison and Kmrra Thornton.
•with the dead.
Execu
ti
ve
Committee—Super
inten
(Dlth^nfurllng of the white-bordered Flap . citdidate. After being waited upon
Clearly there was but one man in
dent
Buzwell,
Gideon
We;born,
Cap
, a representative committee and told
Antioch
qualified to bring in the tree,
In raising food in the
Dht stoning (tag of love and <iod and home, that be and he alone could manage the tain G. W. Halsey and the Rev. Ernest
Our heaven-born banner of the proud and
and
that
man
was
Ezra
Bliss.
school, he reconsidered and promised to Riddle.
old - fashioned way,
free,
It being reported that he would go
Every year t these ponderous com
Bnrfgnof peace, whose dove no moresha* serve for just one more term. Mr.
with cream of tartar
roam,
Buz well was a product of Antioch. mittees were named, and yet their pub after the tree Tuesday morning, a few
Our haute are all with thee, are all with The supreme test of worth is to attain lication deceived no one, for it was of us strolled up the alley toward his
and soda, there is
thee.
“
barn”
on
Monday
afternoon,
and
either an acid or an
With thy rad for love, and thy white for law, eminence in a town where one was known that Ezra Bliss would get the
a m thy blue for the hope that our fathers known as a boy. James Buzwell had tree and put it where it belonged, while found him oiling a set of harness.
a l k a l i remaining.
raw
“ Are you goin’ after the tree to
done this. When he was but eighteen the Buzwells would absolutely boss all
Of a huger liberty!
morrow, Mr. Bliss ?” asked Grant
The cream of tartar
years of age he had a full growth of the subsequent ceremonies.
Dev household flag, of thee our thoughts are
Williams.
Of
course,
no
one
but
“
Cap”
Halsey
beard, and was bookkeeper in Dalton’s
and soda bought from
fond.
leaves neither acid
The “ Mr. Bliss” was an unusual
Oar apvten| bents leap up thy folds to general store When he was twenty could call off the presents. He had a
the shops vary great
fwet;
nor alkali in
two the nomination for town clerk deep cavalry voice with a sandpaper honor, but he knew what ulterior mo
Oar flasoa eyes confess the sacred bond,
tive
prompted
this
politeness.
rasp to it—the kind of a voice, every
ly in strength, so that
th e food.
As Kagland’s standard crowns her forts and came to him. unsought. It was James
“
May—and
ther
agin
may
not,”
he
boy
imagined,
that
General
Phil
Sheri
Buzwell who, at funerals, walked
fleet.
no one but a chemist
H ind for love and its white for law,
ahead of the pall-bearers and ordered dan brought with him on the day that replied, without looking up from bis
the bine tor the hope that our fathers
after analysis can use
*•,»
up the livery rigs for the mourners. he rode down from Winchester, twenty work.
saw,
“
We’re
goin’
with
you,”
said
Philip
them in the proper proportions to obtain a neu
By the process of natural selection he miles away. “ Cap” Halsey had been
Of a huger liberty!
became secretary of every Republican in the Legislature ; also in the army, a Sheridan Billings, timidly. It was
tral result. A little too much cream of tartar,
JjgiaaM t the mother flag of destiny,
more of a feeler than an out-and-out
n th W Iona* of the star-spangled stars is convention held in the township of lieutenant. Soon after the suspension
and there is an acid residuum. A little too much
thins,
Antioch. About this time every man of hostilities he was made a captain by confident declaration.
“
Mebbe
Spuire
Sharpley
don’t
want
Ifo tta M tl An of Washington, and we
general
consent.
Although
he
never
of pious disposition who wore whiskers
soda, and there is an alkaline or soapy taste left.
■ Chdni the same cross that blazons thy en
went to Sunday-school, and was, in o pack of boys tearin’ around his
was
an
ardent
Republican.
sign,
Royal is compounded by expert chemists
Mrs. Buzwell had been a Humphrey. fact, a worldly man, being an auction, place,” said Ezra, as he poured out
Ha red for love and its white for law,
who determine by analysis the quality of all
^ T iiu iill bine for the hope that our fathers The Humphrey tribe went West just eer of wide repute and profane accom some of the black oil into the bowl of
mm
bis
hand.
plishments,
he
was
so
public-spirited
in time to meet the grasshoppers in
ingredients and admit none but, the most highly
Of a larger liberty!
“ Aw, he don’t care, said every one
Kansas, but Mrs. Buzwell remained to and vocally impress:ve that the public
refined. The result of its work is accordingly
OhotfitaPi bright with one household glow^
teach a class of girls in the Sunday- overboked his shining faults. For in of us.
TbpMhv light the highway of our God.;
“ Well, I’ll jes'think it over.”
pure, sweet, wholesome food which can be eaten
TIB lift dear eroes of Christ to men shall show school. Some people used to hint stance, he usually returned from a
Thai stripes and stars both mark the path r round that the Buzwells had altogether soldier’s reunion with his sword hang
And all the time ne knew what bis
without discomfort by those of most delicate
Be trad,
reward would be—the triumph of corn
ing from the small cf his back.
WBh their rad for love and their white for too much “ say” in the running of the
digestion. The Royal saves labor to the house
It was likewise known, weeks in ad ing dowr. Main street with the boys
taw,
Sunday-school.
Una for the hope that our fathers
wife amounting to more than its cost.
It was—it must have been—the first vance, that Ezra Bliss would bring the yelping behind his “jumper.”
The
w.nters
we
have
nowadays
do
Sunday in December. After the in tree.
6L
Of a Isipr liberty!
R O Y A L B A K I N G P O W D E R CO., N E W Y OR K.
At least ten days before Christmas, net bring mornings such as that on
re 
fant
class had trooped back from the
i' ’
iof the nations shall be led
which
Ezra
and
the
boys
started
out
to
the
committee
on
decorating
the
tree
L
in
which
the
prayer-meetings
were
l , (!
B f these taro flags—till war and tumult
c
held on Wednesday evenings and the met at Mrs. Buzwell’s to string pop Squire Sharpley’s place. After the house, and openly spoke our disapprov would tumble irto ravines with as litde
highway where shall tread assemblage had sung “ Shall we gather corn ane make the candy i>acks. Each snowfall came a crystal and freezing al when Ezra and the Squire selected effort s s a clover burr is carried before
Iof labor and of peace,
’rodtar love and their white for law at the river ?” Mr. Buzwell, moving sack was made of a wiry mosquito-bar sunshine. Every hedge and bush lay one hardly fourteen feet high. But it the hydrant stream on a front lawn.
AaftBMrUna for the hope that our fathers over the ingrain cai pet with a catlike or netting—fashioned rudely into the sagged and side-wise under a lumpy was symmetrical, with stout branches, Brick walls would crackle like paper,
The town seemed deathly and the Squire assured us that it wou*d and the hugest skyscrapers crumble be
tread, came to the front of the plat shape of a stocking—and when ready hood.
Of a huger liberty!
form and beamed upon the restless to be put on the tree contained some quiet, with a shroud tucked in about be more “ sizable” when set up in the fore a stream like that of the Mil'. Creek
rplant. It takes a powerful waterwheel
company.
He carried a lesson leaf, four ounces of mixed candy of the most it, and all the wood smoke stood “ poolpit.”
Bringing in the Tree.
straight
up
from
the
chimneys
in
gray
deadly
colors.
Each
child
who
had
Ezra
knelt
down
under
the
tree
and
to withstand the tremendous pressure.
at the event, after all which he continued to roll and unroll
been enrolled for three weeks preceding columns.
hacked at the gummy trunk. At last At Butte Creek, Cal., a single jet
Is forced to the con- as he spoke.
Ezra had filled the wagon bed with the snowy plume wavered and then water, six inches in diameter, issues
Can any of you littul boys or girls Christmas was entitled to one sack of
•laolMl fhaf the tree was an every-day
straw.
One condition he imposed came toward us. We scattered, but from the nozzle at the tremendous
iOUflOsa. Not overly Urge, or it tell me what day is coming soon ?” he this flowery sweetness and one medium
eanld not have been taken through the asked. “ No, don’t say it yet ; just sized orangC The pop-corn strung on when the alley scouts caught him in there was no danger. The tree settled velocity of 20,000 feet i minute. It
threads was meant to be merely decor the act of harnessing Frank and Dolly. into the close embrace of other green impinges cn the buckets of what is
B M d en ra of the church, lit# church hold up your bands.”
ative,
although it was told, one year, He said the boys would have to help branches, and then we attacked it and said to be the most powerful single
Immediately
the
air
seemed
te
coagu
m Stands, and the double doorway is
that
the
sawmill boys had pulled down him hitch up. “ Don’t know as you lugged it forth and put it on the sled. waterwheel ever buill, causing the
thaw diminished, shrunken, attenu- late with wriggling fingers. Superin
about
a
hundred
yards of it and eaten can ride back.” he said, not hoping to
Clinging to the sled and whooping latter to travel at the rate of ninetyWhere is the wide and lofty tendent Buzwell smiled benignly.
discourage
them,
but
merely
testing
it,
threads
and
all.
in
the excess of underfined but uncon four miles an hour, making 400 revolu
“
Now,
then,
what
is
the
day|?”
0 long ago ? It has shrivelled
their
zeal
for
the
enterprise.
“
It’s
These
preliminaries
relating
to
candytrollable
joy, we went gliding back to tions a minute. This six-inch stream
Grand
chorus
:
“Chris-muss
!”
if r the town df Antioch has shrivelli’ble
to
be
a
big
tree.”
sacks,
pop-corn
and
cornucopias
did
Antioch.
“
That’s
right
children,
Christmas
is
has a capacity cf 12,000 horse-power.
And yet the Business Men's Imnot
hold
any
burning
interest
for
“
us
“
Are
you
goin’
up
Main
street,
coming,
and—that
will
do.”
(This
is
As
if
anything
could
change
our
The waier for operating the plant is
Assooiation insists that the
conveyed from Butte Creek through a
f ita ih o g grown at an amasing clip, to the eight or ten who still had their boys,” because we were barred from the purpose. In we tumbled, kicking up Ezra ?”
semisocial
doings
at
the
Buzwell
house.
In
the
growing
hilarity
the
formality
bands
up.)
“
Christmas
is
coming,
the
straw.
Ezra
squatted
against
the
ditch
aid discharged into a regulating
Mkd folate to the new hub and spoke
But
when
Ez
Bliss
brought
in
the
tree,
of
“
Mister”
was
now
neglected.
and
in
accordance
with
our
usual
cus
dashboard,
and
simulated
a
calm
in
reservoir
which is 1,500 fee; above tha
fogtoij as banking up the claim.
that
was
when
we
began
active
co-op
tom
we
are
to
have
a
Christmas
tree.”
“
No,
I
guess
not.
It’s
a
shorter
difference
to
the
glorious
excitement
of
power
house.
Two steel pressure pipe
, Whan the tree wae brought in
eration
(Profound
sensation,
as
if
all
of
them
cut
down
past
the
school
house.
Be
fhe
expedition.
He
nodded
calmly
to
lines, thirty inches in diameter, :onduct
'ifotaflftasBis wae geographical centre of *he
No doubt every town of the Antioch the men on Walton’s corner, while the sides, I’ve got to put on a rack before the water to the power-house.—The
oaivene. The sun rase out of Wilder- had not known ! A growing murmur
aaa's corn-field and set about a mile of excitement and sawmill boys arising description has an Ezra Bliss. He was boys cheered. Apparently he did not noon, so’s I can get an early start to World To-day.
•feyood Hutton’s hay-press. The first only to be pulled back into their the luminous figure in every under take cognizance of the fact that many Denny’s for a load of wood.”
Statistics issued last week by the
Unanimous appeal : “ Aw, Ez go
taofoltaga of Christmas joy were places.) “ Yes,' we are going to have taking of a quasi-public character that boys dashed madly from side streets
Census
Bureau show thac about 10G
almost as soon as the community a tree, and mebbe old San*y will be called for physical exertion. Luzwell and “ hooked on,” so that - when he up Main street.”
As if all the court injunctions in persons cut of 1,000 in the United
iseovered from the gorge prseticed with us, if sleighing is good.” (Gen commanded the realms of intellect and passed the flouring-rnill at least a dozen
eral
laughter,
affecting
even
the
Bible
and spirituality, Bliss did the heavy were hysterically “ wallering” in the Jefferson County could have kept him States, beyond the age of ten, are un
*Ollier the name of Thanksgiving. To
able to write. The proportion of illiter
osnwss a preliminary excitement the class. Smothered comments of a scep lifting, and asked for no reward except Btraw. And all twelve of them as away from Main street.
acy
among the native white )jopulation
How the bells jingled, and didn’t
sisted in opening the red. gate that led
Isaggists began to exhibit in their tical nature from the older boys.) “ We the word of spproval.
as
compared
with the foreign-born
silver-bound
combe and have held a teachers’ meeting and ap
Four days before Christmas came a to the avenue of maples that led to the the people come running from the
whites
is
as
46
to 123, and of the
New stock, supposedly, but pointed committees to look after the lazy snow-fall—big, cottony flakes— white house where Squire Sharpley stores ! And m aybe “ us boys,” half
negroes,
445
out
of every 1,000 are
frozen, but still hinging on, didn’t
wa fsssemberad some of the old favor- work. I want to say that Squire that blotted out the black roadways and lived.
The Squire came out of the back shriek all the way from the elevator to illiterate. The Scandinavian countries
ilss of the year before—beautiful, but Sharpley has promised us a tree. That’s pine sidewalks and made the lane out
lead the people of the United States in
right,
Squire,
aint’t
it
?”
too axpcnaive for Antioch, even at the
to Squire Sharpley’s an unbroken trail door—the front door had not been open the millinery store ! And Ezra Bliss
enlightenment,
and the proportion of
Squire Sharpley (rising) : “ You of the very whitest kind of snow. ed for years—and was leaning over trying to let on to be grimly uncon
rscUees season.
illiteracy
in
Germany
and Switzerland
IflOthtr aarly symptom was the in can have the biggest tree on the place.” When the snow came we knew that the fence when Ezra brought his puff scious of his greatness !
is
materially
smaller
than in the
During the spasm of laughter which Ezra would get out his sled. It really ing horses to a halt alongside of the
At the real festivities we were crowd
development of religious
United
States.
It
is
shown
that in the
ed into the background, but none
I among the very yeung. On greeted this speech the Squire settled is a good deal more Christmas-like to pump.
could rob us of the annual glory of North Atlantic Slates, among native
“ All of them your boys, Ezra ?”
ihc toW Sunday in December the in back into his corner nest, feeling th at have the tree brought in by sled. Ezra
white children living m cities of more
he
had
missed
it
in
not
being
&
plat
“ No, I’ve just took ’eri to raise. bringing in the i,ree.
foal slasa had spread beyond the usual
had a long-wai9ted “jum per,” that he
than 25,000 inhabitants, the percent
form
entertainer.
limit of font long benches and filled
had made all by himself, using two Got anything for ’em to do ?”
age
of illiteracy is 2.1 and in the North
Superintendent
Buzwell:
“
I
will
now
What
Water
Can
Do.
“ I reckon I could set ’em to cuttin’
act leee than six. The other classes,
saplings for the runners. On winter
Central
States, 1.9, while in the South
call
on
the
secretary
to
read
the
com
Brother Sharpley's mature Bible
evenings, he would take the young chop-feed. S’pose you’re after that
Imagine a perpindicular column of
Atlantic
division for the same category
i, over in the corner, showed the mittees.”
people over to Marvin Junction for an tree ?”
water more than one-third cf a mile
of
children,
it is 8.3, and in the South
Carrie Purvis, in a voice quivering oyster supper, and keep them out until
growth of interact in lessons to be
“ Like as not.”
high, twenty-six inches in diameter at
Central States 13.7.
A paradox is
derived from the Scriptures. Carrie with emotion, read as follows :
“ Well, I’ll show you.”
nearly midnight. No one ever heard of
the top and twenty-four inches in diam
Committee to get the Tree—Ezra his charging for this service. That was
Parvif, who was secretary, read in her
The Sharpley place WuS one of the eter at the bottom. Those remarkable suggested by the fact that there are
report that ths attendance had in Bliss.
When the conditions are complied with, as far as fewer illiterates among the children of
the trouble with Ezra. He had no oldest in the township.
Committee on Putting the Tree in business gumption. Busy the year Squire settled there in the 50’s he put power goer, in the Mill Creek plant- foreign-born parents than among those
creased ii^two weeks from 110 to 135.
The IfsCahe children, four in number, dace—Sherman Williams, Oil Thorn round—could turn his hand to any out four acres of evergreens, which had which operates under a heed of 1,960 of natives, probably owiag to the fact
that a greater proportion of the off
had been reclaimed after many months ton.
thing and never appeared to be extrava grown into a high, matted jungle, feet. This little column of water,
spring
of immigrants live in cities,
Committee
on
Decorating
Tree—Mrs.
of abcance, and were on hand, scrubbed
gant—and yet it was common talk that above the furry tops of which two which, if liberated, would be just about
where
the
education-1 advantages are
to a soapy pallor and strangled with James Buzwell, Mrs. Arthur Bowlde, even his team of bay horses was mort gable windows looked toward Ant.och. enough to make a small trout stream,
superior
to
those in the country dis
ribbons. No less' than a dozen boys Carrie Purvis. Clara and Minnie Hut gaged to old man Rand of the State The Sharpley place, protected by these gives a capacity of 5,200 horse-power,
tricts.
from the sawmill settlement (border ton, 8chuyler Colfax Buckley and Bank. They couldn't have a barn gloomy depths, was an unexplored re or enough power to run a good-sized,
load of fWUsation) had enrolled them Clement Hawkins.
raising, hog-kllling, or sheep-shearing gion to most of the boys. They were ocean-going vessel. A* the water
The soothing spray of Ely’s Liquid
Committee on Putting Presents on within five miles of town unless Ezra willing to go there in the di.y time, strikes the buckets of the water-wheel
selves, end wore simulating an interest
Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is
9
in ths Red 8ea episode. Instead of the Tree— Oliver Dodson, Chad Graves, Bliss was there to superintend and with Ezra Bliss, but at night they went it has a pressure of 850 jjounds to the an unspeakable relief to sufferers from
hunting rabbits both morning and Joseph Heffenberger, Maude William brighten the occasion with rays of ex past it on a dog-trot.
square inch. What this pressure im Catarrh. Some of then: describe it as
a Godsend, and no wonder. The thick,
son
and
Mrs.
Ephriam
Chisholm.
afternoon, they were doing til their
pert knowledge. He was a famous
Ezra found an axe in ihe wood-shed plies is evidenced by the fact that the foul discharge in dislodged and the
banting in the morning, and in the
Committee on Program—Superinten hand at locating “ reins” of water, far and then, followed by the Squire, he average locomotive carries steam at a
patient breathes freely, perhaps for the
afternoon were ranged along the front dent Buzwell. Mrs. B. F. Buckley, underground, by means of a forked twig brushed in among the interlocking pressure of 190 or 200 pounds to the first time in weeks. Liquid Cream
row of Mira Cunning’s class, the first Mrs. Ella Wilson, Serepta Nebeker and of hf zel. Did it for the mere fun of trees. The boys trailed Indian fashion square inch. Were this stream, as it Balm contains all the bealing, purify
cot north of the stove.
Elmer Crane.
the thing and to prove that he knew giving loud advice, which was ignored issues from the nozzle, turned upon a ing elements of the solid form, and ti
never fails ,o cure. Sold by all drug
James Buswell was superintendent
Committee on Distributing Presents how. He could feed a threshing-ma with a majesty that only Ezra Bliss hillside, the earth would fade away be gists for 75c., including spraying tube,
of the 8uoday-school and had been for —Captain G. W. Halsey, Wilson chine, do rough carpentering, paint a could assume. We voted for a tree fore it like snow before a jet of steam. or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren St,f
atony yean. Before each anaual slsc- Batchelder, Frank Bowlds, Juanits little, was considered an excellent nurse, that was almost as tall as the court- Huge boulders, big as city offices, New Yaric.
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If you have all the Clothing and Hats and Shirts and all other necessities for
the coming cold season you have a good excuse for not being in
terested In Our offerings. If you have not all you need in our line our
hint to you is to get here as soon as possible. The cream of the
sales offerings may be all skimmed if you wait too long. We have
the largest and m ost complete line of

Smoking Jackets, Lounging Robes, Bath Robes
£
and Nobby Christmas Neckties
in the greatest variety ever show n in this county or east of Bangor.

C
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T

H

I

N

G

bought o f u s m eans clothing guaranteed by u s and m eans clothing that is first in quality, first in style but last in
price.
<
Our Clothing will m ake you look a s sm art and well dressed a s if you had stepped out of a fashion plate and you
will find more solid bargains here to the square foot than anywhere up and down the broad State of Maine. No
matter how we do it or why we do it a s long a s we do it without doing you.

CLOUGH & TAGGETT,

Houlton.

The

A ro o sto o k

directions for the preparations of the
solutions are not followed, when the
ground is already inoculated, when tli*
soil
is too rich in nitrogen, or when it is
SOIL INOCULATION.
too acid or too alkaline, and when it is
In the earl) pot experiments it was
deficient in mineral plant food.
In
found that by shaking up a soil in
order to ob:ain benefits from soil inocu
water and applying a little of the clear
lation, the fnrmer’must inform himself
solution to a sterile soil that it could b ■
upon the general culture of the crop
thus inooulated. For m*:iy jcars u
that is to be grown. To do otherwise
has been known tin t application* of
is to invite failure.
those soils in which root t u b e r c l ar~
^ 1here is nothing magical about soil
produced to other land would cans
>' dilation. It will not produce a crop
theee tubercles to grow on h-gum
.about other conditions are strictly
where they woul 1 not previous to such
Complied with. Thorough preparation
inoculation. That is, it is po-*si6h ’»y
of, land, proper mineral fertilizers,
•oil inoculation to have the prop r o.
<li itough preparation of the seed bed,
ganiems put into a soil whore they do
dean
culture and all other things that
not exist. Actio/ along theee line*
attend
successful agriculture, are as
ten or 12 years ago German investiga
tor* prepared and placed on the market essential when cultures are used as
under the name of Nitragin, pure cul when they are not. To any one that
tuoM of the different kinds of bacteria has not been successful in legume grow
for inoculating soils for different legu ing soil inoc Ration may solve the prob
lem. That much profit will come to
me* Aa a scientific curiosity nitragin
the average New England farmer from
was of grsst interest, but in practice
inoculation with such crops as clover
it oftener failed to yield satisfactory re
and peas, that have been so long grown
m its then to give them. The principles
that most land is abundantly supplied
underlying the use of nitragin, howwith the proper organisms is not to be
•ver, are of great practical importance
expected.
und it was for this reason that the Bu
rm a of Plant Industry of the U. 8. de
partment of agriculture undertook a Farm Prosperity at Top Notch
Great as the prosperity has been in
■ekntifle investigation of the root no
every
line of industry in th.s country
dule organism and soil inoculation.
The results of their investigations are in the last several yeajp, there is no
givsn in Bulletin 71 of that bureau and other line of effort which has received
la Farmers* Bulletin 214 of the U. S so generous a share of the returns as
department of agriculture. The dis- farming. It is a matter of common
msrioo which follows is based largely knowledge that large numbers of far
mers during this period of good crops
upQa these publications.
and ready markets have cleared them
selves of debt and gone over to the
NATURE OF ROOT NODULES.
creditor
and capitalist class.
The organisms that produce root
A
report
just made by Secretary of
aodulaa may properly be regarded as
Agriculture
Wilson confirms the many
bacteria. They gain admission to the
tidings
already
received as to the
plant through the root hairs and rapid
wholly
unprecedented
value of this
ly increase in numbers. The irrita
tion thus caused in the root tissues year’s farm crops. Corn this year
usually results in the formation of an reached the highest production in his
talargement of the root nodule. These tory (2,700,000 bushels,) while 4 crops
vary greatly in sine and numbers. Al reached their highest value—corn,
though it is probable that the bacteria wheat, hay and rice, liice, from be
produce these nodules are in ing an insignificant crop in this coun
dMk#mt legumes of one kind, it is, try, is coming to take its place as a
nevertheless, usually necessary for cereal product, and instead of import
apaedy and successful soil and plant in ing it we are exporting it.
Long lists of figures are uninterest
oculation that the bacteria used be ob
ing,
but a little statement of the value
tained from the same kind of legume
of
the
great crops for 1905 should not
that it is desired to grow. That is, it
be
passed
by The aggregate results
it necessary, in order to obtain the best
of
brain,
muscle
and machine, as the
results to prepare specific cultures for
secretary
puts
it,
this year amounts in
specific crop*. The amount of moistlie in a soil has a marked effect upon value to $6,415,000,000 in farm crops
tb f growth of root nodules, a moist soil Corn has reached a value of $1,216,being far better than a d r y one. The 000,000. Hay comes second, with a
Mfnnkme must have air or they soon value of $605,000,000. Cotton is ex
die. Hence the importance of thor pected to yield $575,000,000. The
ough working of the soil, both to admit short wheat crop of last year is follow
air and conserve soil moisture. Direct ed by one of 684,000,000 -bushels, and
sunlight k fatal to the cultures but its value, $525,000,000, overtops the
piebnbly hat no effect after they are highest value ever before reached.
iatfodueed into the soil. Soil acidity Dairy products add $665,000,000 to
k unfavorable to the growth of these the farmer’s coffers, while the indus
organisms. Hence the addition of trious hen vies with the wheat crop
lime or tehee to a soil is an advantage and contributes $500,000,000 as her
and k often a necessity for the forma share. Over 9,000 pounds of tea was
tion of toot nodulee. In experiments harvested at the government tea farm
a t the Maine station it has been found at Summeiville, N. C., and another tea
difficult to grow root nodules upon farm had been established in Texas.

T im e s

F rid a y ,
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aUklfo without the use of very consider
able quantities of lime or ashes on soil
that grows clover or peas luxuriantly
and with abundant noduhs. This
would.aeem to indicate the possibility
of these organisms adapting themselves
to different conditions as regards soil
aa well aa moat plants.

The Carnegie Institute has made a
grant to Luther Burbank, to enable
him to carry on his delicate and valu
able experiments in improving plants of
all kinds and creating new varieties.
The additions which Mr. Burbank has
made to the food supply of the world,
to the excellence of its trees and the
beauty of its flowers, are gifts which
will provide blessings for tl e human
race throughout all generations. The
benefactions of Mr. Carnegie will be
forgotten ages before Mr. Burbank’s
contributions to civilization will have
lost their value. Here is the splendid
example of a man who has been work
ing a lifetime privately, modestly, but
with rare sagacity, untiring industry,
and the idealism of a poet. He has
made scores of valuable additions to the
vegetable life upon which civilized men
depend, and would express only sur
prise if any one should suggest, as
hundreds have, that he ought to be
more shrewd and careful. He has
thrown away opportunities to make
millions of dollars. If he had followed
Mr. Carnege’s example, he might now
be endowing ■ther departments of re
search instead of being a great man and
a great benefactor, but empty pockets,
surpassing all his fellows in the mater
ial gifts he is bestowing upon his fellow
men —Chistrian Register.

SOIL INOCULATION.
Whether the farmer needs to inocu
late hk soil depends upon many things.
According to the department publicafiooe, above referred to, these may be
rammed up as follows: Inoculation is
neceaaary when the land has previously
borne no legumes or when the legumes
have not borne root nodules. It is de•itable and may be necessary when
legumee of another group are to be
grown. Alfalfa may fail to develop
root nodules when grown on land that
produces clover root nodules in abun
dance. It ia also desirable to inoculate
the aoil when legumes make a sickly
growth, even though their roots bear
nodules. On the other hand, inocula
tion k unnecessary where the legumi
nous crops give good average yields,
and are well supplied with root nodules.
There would also be no use in using
cultures on soils that carry large
amounts of available nitrogen, for on
•uch soils legumes use the combined
nitrogen, even though they are provided
with root nodules. Inoculation is
Pung for Sale.
worthy of trial wherever the crop of
Nice
Pung
for Sale at No. 20, Green
legumes is not producing the best of
St.
yields.
According to the department publica
ryny-Pector* 1Bellcvei ltlyht Avay
tion*, soil inoculation will fail when the wd makas a apa«4r and of coogha and cold*.
/'■ >
r

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
W e extend to our m any former patrons and to the
public in general the greetings of the season and
w ould resp ectfu lly cal] your attention to our

HOLIDAY

STOCK,

som e on our floors at present and more to arrive
at an early date.
W e are seek in g to give our
custom ers goods w hich w ill build our busin ess in
years to come. Goods w hich w ill reflect credit up
on th e seller. We b elieve a ju st equivalent for your
m oney is th e sure b asis of an in creasin g business.
The w a n ts of th e m usic loving public at th is glad
Christm as tim e sh all receive our m ost careful a t
tention. In p articu lar w e w ould call your attention
to the

McPHAIL PIANOS
w hich h ave been aw arded 68 m edals and h ave been
sold for s ix ty years, The b est of facilities for ob
tain in g the la te st productions in vocal and in stru 
m en tal m usic.

HAGERMAN & A STLE
6 6

M a in e .

M a in

FOX

BROTHERS.

Alm ost 365 D ays have passed, and soon again will Christm as
and New Years be welcomed with much joy and pleasure
— and again, a s usual, is our

MAMMOTH

STO R E

Filled W ith a Trem endous Large S to ck
o f th e M ost Useful Presents fo r the H olidays,
—

'

'

C onsisting of Men’s, B o y s’ and Children’s 3uits, O vercoats, U lsters, Reefers, and
Fur Lined Coats. A m agnificent Line of Underwear. Flannel Shirts, Silk Muff
lers. A m ost beau tifu l assortm ent of N eckw ear, Gloves, Collars, Cuffs, D ress
Suit Cases, H ouse Coats, Bath Robes, Silk Suspenders, Arm E lastics and Garters
in in dividual Boxes, N ight Robes, Gray Squirrel Lined Gloves, and In itial H and
kerchiefs. Our H at and Cap D epartm ent is Complete, w ith all the L atest S tyles
in Soft, Stiff, Scotch and Fur. Go everyw h ere and get th e L ow est Prices you
can, but exam ine carefully, th en com e to us and w e w ill convince you th a t w e
can save you m oney.

ODR MOTTO: Honest Values and Truthful Representations.

FOX

BROTHERS,

Aroostook’s Greatest Clothiers,

Houlton, Pres

Isle, Caribou.
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to the form of the neck of the horse
whose collar it must be right along.
If
by getting fatter or leaner the shape
M stablished A p r il 19, 1960.
of the neck is changed, a reshaping of j
Agricultural Knowledge.
ALL THE HOME NEWS.
Subscriptions in arrears $1.50 per year.
the collar is advisable, which can be
No Subscription cancelled until all arrear
There
is a theotretical and a practi
ages are settled.
TlWIllMil iw j Friday morning from Time#
done as in the first place.
* Court Street, Houlton, Maine.
cal knowledge of agriculture, says
Advertising rates based upv,n circulation and Drovers Journal.
The former is ob
very reasonable.
Be G ra te fu l.
L . M . FE L C H 4 C . E D U N N ,
tained from books and the latter from
Be grateful for what ? We hear and
P u b lish e r s
If,
Communications upon topics of general inter personal cultivation of the soil.
L. M. FELCH, Editor.
read
much about the evil of the world,
est are solicited.
without individual experience, one un
A. B. TOLANI), Lecal Editor.
wickedness
in high places, the iniquity
dertakes to operate a farm he will soon
•ubeeription# $1 per year in advance; sing Entered at the postoffice at Houlton for cir discover that there are a multitude of of business men, scandals in society,
eolation as second-class postal rates.
ooples three cents.
facts to learn before he can achieve the the insincerity of Christians, the sel
fishness of churches, the poverty that
A striking confession of the enor best results. Conducting a farm suc
C h e a p Homes for th e H o m e 
leads to intemperance, and the intem
mous cost to the German people of the cessfully is not only a business, but a
less,
perance
that leads to crime, and all the
great armament which German states science that has to be mastered as
other
spots
and blemishes which deface
Mill* Hotel No. 3 i* shortly to be
men have built, up since the Franco- much as medicine or mechanics. The
modern
civilization.
These things might
iltetod In New York City three block*
Prussian war, is contained in a state farmer is engaged in a business that
give
us
the
impression
that this beauti
•bote the new Pennsylvania railroad
ment of the national debt, made by needs comprehensive krowledgeof the
ful
world
in
which
we
live is a very
glutton, at the corner of Thirty-sixth
Chancellor von Bulow in the Reichstag laws of plant and animal life, as well
bad
and
dangerous
place,
after all.
StMet and Seventh Avenue. Mr. D.
on December 6. “ Germany,” said the as the composition of soils, if the great
Some say openly that intelligence does
O. Mills hie bought a site costing half
chancellor, “ was free from debt until est results would be attained. Farm
not lead to improvement, and that the
• million of dollars and will erect there
1875, but now the empire owes $70,- ing involves so many uncertainties that
evolution
and progress of the race is
t building coating a million, which
000,000, and $25,000,000 must be skill and experienced judgment are
matched
by
degeneracy and a backward
Hitt go far toward revolutionizing live
paii annually for interest on this sum. in constant demand. When the city
curve
in
many
aspects of society. For
m g iions for men in New York City
Adding to the empire’s debt to the in farmer engages in agriculture late in
this
impression,
caused by the reading
U fa can sot afford to spend so much
dividual debts of the states forming it, life without experience, he will soon
of
the
daily
news
and the talk of the
m onn dollar a day for food and lodg and the grand total is brought up to learn that his operations are a mass of
lag. This great hotel, which will be $3, 750,000,—more than $62 per cap mistakes, and he will be compelled to street, human life itself is not respon
without architectural adornment on the ita. In the United States, the debt is learn from those whose knowledge and sible. After we have made all possible
gUtridf. will contain no less than 1,900 $12 per capita. In spite of rigid econ experience have blazed the pathway to deductions for graft, robbery, unjust
tfftping rooms, each 6x8 1-2 feet in omy, Germany’s expenses have in success. The new beginner will find monopolies, political dishonor, social
g l ^ famished with iron bedstead, creased rapidly, and in advance of the experience forthcoming and money out immorality, and whatever form of evil,
for the moment, most solicits public
l y l n j and hair mattress, the best bed- revenue
Germany has been living going until he has learned the facts
clothes, a chair, a chiffonier, and an from hand to mouth, and her deficits necessary to follow agriculture success attention, we may still hold with cheer
ful confidence to our trust in man and
clcetrio light, and renting for either have been growing larger since 1899.” fully.
h i twenty-five
One may obtain a theoretical know our belief that the vast bulk of the
or thirty cents for twentyTh last engagement in the bitterly
fMiy bonis’ use, within sight of hotels fought war between Church and State ledge ut banking and telegraphy from business of the country is honestly done
whom people often pay as many dol- in France was fought on December 6 books, hut could not send a dispatch and that the social and political
character of all sorts and conditions of
l u s in the same time. when the Senate adopted the bill for or conduct a bank without apprentice
f t * building will have fifteen stories the separation of Church and State by a experience. One must have a love and men is better than it ever was before.
The majority of the men and women
•a d tout elevators. It will have a din- vote of 181 to 102. The vote was the aptitude lor {aiming if he would suc
of
America are sane, sound, industrious
| t f mom 100x175 feet in size, where final parliamentary stage of the bill, ceed. ’1 here are so m a n y facts to
honest
in general attention, and are
a good dinner will be furnished for which was promulgated in the official learn in any nraneh of agriculture that
honestly
earning their daily bread in
gfUMHi cents, and where a cup of coffee journal of December 7, and became time is necessary to acquire experience.
honorable
pursuits.
The untold mil
•ad two rolls may be had for five cents. immediately effective. The new law It is not the ability to raise one bum
lions
of
pounds
and
bushels
of food pro
Btsidis his room and food the fortunate severs the last vestige of connection per crop, but to so manage agricultural
duced
by
the
labor
of
men
are the re
patron of this hotel will find on the between Rome and France, as estab land that good crops can be produced
main floor large libraries filled with lished by the concordnat. The funda every season. 1 his r» quires a know sults of honest toil, paid for at a fair
banks, ample smoking rooms, and mental principles of the bill, which ledge of the composition of soils and price, and distributed to the world by
ja a m s fa reading and writing, while relieves the State of the payment of the most practical and economical honorable methods. The speculations
la tbs basement will be thirty shower salaries to any Churchman who shall be method of maintaining and increasing on the board of trade, with an occasion
*balbl, aad a private laundry where ordained after its passage, also insure land fertility. If the experience achiev al corner, are but slight incidents in the
production of this mighty tide of eggs,
■
I®**
,triP
WMh hi®own entire liberty ol conscience in religious ed only average success, what can the butter, meat, potatoes, grain of ma >y
g lith r “ Mills Hotel No. 3” will be, matters, with restrictions concerning novice expect in agricultural operations?
A successful farmer must know the kinds, fruiU, flowers, and whatever
bouse, but a hotel with the exercise of religion, which are in
T, H i a
mmry a p -lM fas improvement, includ tended solely to preserve public order fundamental rudiments of animal and ministers to the health, comfort, and
ing a great refrigerating plant, Ice- and discourage sedition and immorality. plant life. Ih e more extended Ids pleasure of a civilized community. In
malm constantly on tap all over the Under the operations of the new law knowledge, in these lawg the greater regions where food is produced no one
•battling, a bake-ahop and a disinfect- the public worship budget for the com the prospect of success He need not starves, and no man who is able to do
Mg plant. In the rear outside court ing year will be reduced almost $1, be a college graduate, but he must an honest day’s work in a skilful man
l i a asperate building connected with 600,000, and the diminution will con have mastered the laws governing plant ner need suffer want. The men who
tb t vest of the hotel by passageways tinue after the entire personnel of the and animal life and the particular ad produce the food upon winch society
bstw sci the elevator shafts. Here, on present episcopate shall have ce: red to aptation of plants to the soil which he lives have few labor problems. The
cultivates. I his knowledge, combined principal one arises from the difficulty
each, floor, are the washjpoma and exist.
with the ability to do this work to the in finding men willing to live in the
which are thus shut off from
V Ibabotal proper. The plumbing will
best advantage, will command success. country and to work at fair prices.
What the Father Liked.
A little knowledge is a dangerous at Most of our difficulties in the labor
ba modern aud sanitary in every resThe Cincinnati Enquirer relates this
tribute, especially when it does not market are connected with mining,
pint. The floors will all |be of cement.
incident in the life of Bishop William
take in the whole problem of any manufactures, and a great influx of
Thas there can be no leakage orxhance
B u rt:
branch of agriculture. What is need unskilled labor from foreign lands.
to flood the hotel proper.
A preacher complimented Dr. Burt
ed on the farms today are competent These are the temporary problems at
••Mr. Mills has built his other hotels,
one day on his good disposition.
and experienced men who have mas tending the dislocations and readjust
aad !o to build this one, as a purely
“ You never growl about anything,”
tered the principles of agriculture at ments of the population of the world.
eommtmial venture, and they have
he said. “ No matter what kind of a
We may be grateful that the heast
either experiment stations or practical
paid, aad will pay,” says the Brooklyn
meal is set before you, you eat it cheer
of
the country is sound, and that, while
field and livestock operations.
Eagle. “ But incidentally he has done
fully. If you are feeling poorly you
it may be that one-tenth of our people
a service to thousands that is more de
conceal it. How do you manage to
are making gains or trying to make
Farming in Maine,
fla te than hundreds of avowed charities.
acquire such a fine habit of good-hu
them, not always with success, at the
Ha has put it into the power of the de
Massachusetts Ploughman.
m
mored toleiance and resignation ?”
expense of the people, th? other ninen ial own coming to this city for work
Farmers who have planted largely tenths are attending to their business,
“ Maybe the remark of a child I
to secure clean, warm, dry, lighted
with
courage and patience, last spring and with increasing intelligence and
once overheard helped me to learn to
fftffnw, with the free use of laundries,
and
who
have been attending carefully skill are making the earth the fruitful
complain and grumble as little as pos
smoking-room, library and baths, and
to
the
market
end of the business seem and happy home of liberty-loving men
sible,” said Dr. Burt. “ While I was
Mfaed to them a meal, all for so little
studying at Wilbraham Academy I to have in many cases reaped a rich re and women.
We may be grateful,
toot la money and behavior that no
•pent a few days with this child’s ward this fall. We have at hand a too, that, while a few thousand men
pffVffq possessed of his limbs and senses
father, a good man but a chronic growl report from a northern farmer of Pres and women juggle with their marriage
ooa
that hs is not able to earn
er. We were all sitting in the parlor que Isle, Me., who, upon a rented farm vows, and make ghastly exhibitions of
aad pap them.” The Hartford Times
one night, when the question of food has raised potatoes worth $t||250, oats themselves in the divorce courts, there
f a t t e n that “ no reason exists why
arose. The child, a little girl, told worth $440, hay worth $1,200, beside are countless thousands of happy homes
b titlft on the Mills plan should not be
cleverly what each member of the several hundred dollars worth of wheat, scattered over the wide expanse of the
bailt In all large cities, which would household liked best. - Finally it came buckwheat and other specialties. If
country, and that, to the men and
vastly Improve the condition of all un
to the father’s turn to be described as this account had come from a western women who find the secret of happiness
married persons who live either by
farmer it might be considered an ex in them, these misdoings of light-head
to his favorite dish.
osoessity or by preference on incomes
“ ‘And what do I like, Nancy ?” ample of bonanza farming and would ed profligates, newly rich, hastily
oflsm than 9500 a year.” It is calserve as a text for editors to repeat the married, and quickly parted, seem
he said laughingly.
oulated that a man may live at the new
“ ‘You,* said the little girl, slowly— old advice of “ Go west and grow up shocking ; but they are so far removed
iflttu Hotel at the rate of about five
well, you lik e " most anything we with the country.” As a matter of from the world in which they live that
dollars a week.
fact the best chances in farming are they seem hardly to relate to people
haven’t got.’ ”
now in the east, and none better any upon the same planet. There are in
Deafness Cannot be Cured
where than in the choice farming sec numerable homes where on reception
Cranberries as a Medicine.
by local applications, as they cannot
tions
of Maine.
days one may see throngs of married
Following the recent discoveries of
roach the diseased portion of the ear.
people with their sons an i damghters,
There is only one way to cure deafness, the great medicinal value of the lemon,
Fitting the Collar,
end that is by constitutional remedies. the following article establishes the
glowing with health and happiness, to
Deeftieas is caused by an inflamed con flut that the cranberry is entitled to
The horse colls r is made over a form whom no taint of suspicion attaches it
dition of the mucous lining of the
jme praise for its healing properties : while wet and suits the taste of the self.
EttstfMiH*" Tube. W hen this tube is
We may be grateful, also, that unThe value of the cranberry as a maker. Then why not make the col
inflamed, you have a rumbling sound
denuath
the vast uncertainty concern
lar
fit
the
form
of
the
neck
that
is
to
or imperfect hearihg, and when it is medicinal agent was clearly recognized
entirely closed, Deafness is the result, by our American aborigines, who used wear it ? To do this, select a collar ing the ancient history of the world,
and unless the inflammation can be to prepare poultices made from them that will fit as nearly as possible the which has brought confusion into the
taken out and this tube restored to its
horse it is intended for. On an even churches, there is felt more strongly
normal condition, bearing will be de to extract the venom from wounds made
stroyed forever; nine cases out of ten with poisoned arrows, on the same ing thoroughly wet cloths enough to than ever before the power of the
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing principle as they are now often used as wrap it up, leaving the collar in that righteous life and the certainty that
but an inflamed condition of the mucous a popular remedy for erysipelas, applied condition all night. It need not be a there is no salvation without good
surfaces.
aB a poultice or taken internally. Eat new one, an old one may be treated character. The confusion Is temporary.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
the same way. In the morning, and The confidence in things unseen but
for any case of Deafness caused by Ca en raw, cranberries are also known as
tarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s an excellent remedy for indigestion and while wet and soft, put the collar on eternal was never so deep and strong as
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars free. biliousness, as they contain certain acid the horse, adjust it properly ; also the it is now, while creeds are falling into
F. 3. CHENEY fc CO., Toledo, O. combinations not found in any other hames and hame tugs, and work the disrepute. There is more religion dif
foW by druggists, 75c,
horse moderately during the day, when fused in the common life than at *ny
Take H alfs Family Pills for consti fruit, and they are also valued as the the collar will dry and adjust exactly time before our own. It will manifest
beat of tonics and appetizers.
pation.
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WATCH TALK
W ere you thinking of buying
a W atch for Christmas?

ft will be an advantage io see our large stock,
you will probably see the very pattern of case you
were looking for. We have everything from the

$ 1.00 Watch for the boy to a
14k Gold Diam ond Set
Watch for the
Millionaire.
Come in and let m talk it over. Many who
read our advertisements have no idea wliat an
attractive city like .Jewelry St >re has sprung up
in their home town; in ait re ;peels worthy the
patronage of the intelligent aud prosperous people
of Aroostook County. Don't send out ot town lor
a present this year. It is always emharassihg to
have your friend trade your present with the local
Jeweler for something serviceable after -be Holi-

JE W E T T & CO.
Notice.
The annual meeting of the Stockholders of
Hie First National Hank of Houlton, for the
election of directors »nd transaction of such
other: business as maybe legally brought l>elOrethem, will beheld at the Hanking Rooms
on Tuesday, January ‘.(th, i n . at 10 o’clock

C. O. GRflflT,
AGENT

Singer Sewing Machine

a. in.

M achines sold on installments.
FRANK K. GRAY, CaAier.
Houlton, lKv. 7, 1W5.
Old machines taken ir, p a rt pay

Board and Rooms.

ment. General repairing done.
Repairs always on hand.
Good board and rooms for several persons
may be obtained at MRS.
BRYSON'S,
2 Green St. 20 G R K K N St.
itself some day in new and better creeds, given to a man who cheats at cards or
churches, and in the associated life of who strikes a foui blow in boxing.”
“ The umpire must have the widest
the p e o p l e . — Christian Register*
latitude in enforcing this principle,
even to the extent of ordering, not only
John B. Moran.
A cyclone like that which made individual players but whole teams, off
Jerome, District Attorney of New York, j the field.”
“ Culleg* presidents should hold to
made Moran, District Attorney of
the
sharpest accountability the umpire
Boston.
who
permits foul or brutal football in
Mr. Moran's platform was brief, but
any
game.”
his promises to the point. We quote ;
“ The permanent rem< val from the
Official freedom from politicians and
game, not only of the foul or brutal
grafters.
Official action with the Grand Jury, j player, but of the man who is not a
instantly on receipt of information from j bona fide student and amateur.”
“ It would be a real misfortune to
the press or private sources, without
lose
so manly ami vigorous a game h s
waiting for the Lower Court.
football.”
Fair treatment to all lawyers and
“ Inciea&e the power of the officials
favors to none.
No withholding of evidence favorable and the severity of penalties in order to
permanently abolish brutality and foul
to the defendant.
No intimidation of jurors by reason play.”
“ Establish a uuitirm eligibility code
less challenges.
among
the universities of the Ka>t.”
No intimacy, social or otherwise,
“
i
he
responsible authorities of the
with jurors.
Rigid enforcement of law against several colleges, whose teams play to
gether, should have what may be called
graftert and bribers.
Trivial offenders leniently treated a “ gentlemen’s” agreement emong
themseUes that the rules shall be en
with the idea of reformation.
Justice, tempered with mercy, to a'l. forced.”
This platform dodges no issue, and
“ All his money can never atone for
means a “ square deal” to all.
the injury he has inflicted on some of
Since Mr- Moran's election we have
his so-called young partners by making
received the following statement from
them rich too quick,” This was lately
him, which we are glad to put in print,
said of Andrew Carnegie by J. B.
and which indicates the character and
Corey, uncle of W. E. Corey, the
attitude of the man :
president of the United States Steel
“ I say in relation to Sunday laws,
Corporation. The scandal in which the
just as I say in relation to all other
younger Corey’s name is involved, it is
laws, that they will be enforced, with
said, necessitates hi* withdrawal from
out discrimination.”
his present position. He is the second
Standing on this platform, Mr.
of
Mr. Carnegie’s young men to invali
Moran has a magnificent opportunity
date his official capacity by a failure in
before him. Let every citizen of Bos
private character. The painful facts of
ton stand behind Mr. Moran in his
the situation will have enough notorie
effort to enforce law impartially. No
ty, and we need r ot dwell upon them
other attitude is worthy good citizen
here. But shall we not point out this
ship.—The Defender.
second laige example of our modern
over-emphasis on the young man 5
What the President Has to Say 't his is an impatient age, and men are
About Football.
brushed aside when they begin to turn
What President Roosevelt says about gray. The cry is for greater energy
football and what would improve the and fresher ideas. Yet without the
sobriet) of experience, freshness and
game :
energy avail little, and business ability
“ Football should be retained instead
is as nothing unless it is backed by
of abolished.’
solid character. '1 he country’s need is
“ Brutality and foul play should re no: young men, bet sound men.—Pub
ceive the same summary punishment lic Opinion.
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A rrangem ents have been m ade with C. H. Wilson
and a t an early date we are to take possession
of the store formerly occupied by him in the
X

S

IB

X

L

O

O

/

St
This Is a fine, large, new and well lighted store and before m aking the change we shall quote prices
that will take our go o d s from us to you in a short space o f time.

$ 6 .0 0

Men’s Suits.

Men’s R eefers

Men’s P ants

B o y s’ S w eaters

Men’s Overcoats

Men’s W orking &hirts

FR O M

FR O M

FR O M

FR O M
to

FR O M
to

FROM
to

tO

$22.C O

Bemoval Price
$ 3*75

$a.oo

to

$1350

to

$10.00

$1.00

to

$6.00

$0.50

$7-25

$0.75

to

$2.00

$6.50

R em oval Price

R em oval Price

R em oval Price
$1.75

to

$3.88

$0.39

to

$22.00

R em oval Price

$1.35

# 4-98

to

$ 14-75

$0.50

$2.50

R em oval Price
$ 0.39

to

$ 1.88

Boy’s Suits

B oys’ Reefers

Men’s Stveaters

Men’s U nderw ear

B oys’ O vercoats

Men’s Frocks

FR O M

FR O M

FR O M
to

FR OM

FR OM
to

FR O M
to

to

$7.50

Bemoval Price
$ 1.48

$2.75

to

$ 4.98

$1.75

to

$ 5 -°°

fo.50

R em oval Price
$1.25

to

$6,00

$0.50

$0.39

to

$1-50

$2.00

R em oval Price

R em oval Price

$3-88

to

$4.48

$0.38

to

$8.00

R em oval Price

$1.29

$1.25

to

$5.78

$1.50

$5-oo

R em oval Price
$0.98

.

to

$3.88

We are determ ined th at when we open th e

NEW AND GREATER STO RE
* SOMETIME BETWEEN NOW AND MARCH 1st, *
it shall be with a stock perfectly new from the first dollars’ worth to the last,
not only in one departm ent but in all departm ents of our business,
and in the meantime, now and from now on, we are prepared to reduce prices a s snow is reduced
in the sum m er sunshine. Every department h as its full share o f bargain offerin gs at m atchless
low prices and all go o d s put forward are right up to date in every particular.

This week starts the HOLIDAY S E L L IN G in earnest. Our stock is now prepared for the HOLIDAY TRADE and our
prices in all departm ents will be placed lower than the lowest. Som ething to wear is a substantial gift, sure to
please everyone. Don’t linger, a s bargains do not linger on our counters. A dollar saved is a dollar earned and
you can save 33 I >3 per cent o f your clothing money by trading with us.

E R V IN & D A V E N P O R T
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The INGRAHAM CLOTHING CO.

The
LOCAL NEW S.
Tke time draws near the birth of Christ :
The moon Is hid; the night is still;
The Christmas hells from hill to hill
Answer each other in the midst.
Poor votoee of four hamlets round,
From far and near, on mead and moor,
Swell out and fail, as if a door
Were shut between me and the sound:
lash soke four changes on the wind,
That now dilate, and now decrease,
Paaee and goodwill, to all mankind,
fiat they my troubled spirit rule,
For they oontroll'd me when a boy;
They bring me sorrow touch’d with joy,
The merry merry bells of Tule.

—Tennyson

In about ton days from now most of
«• will bo writing it, Jan. 1, 1905.
Mies Sophie Bonn passed Sunday
with friends at Smyrna Mills.
Haleon W. Richards, of the Allen
SflUkooI, West Newton, Mass., is borne
lor the holidays.
Mrs. M. L. Mills goes to Boston,
Saturday morning, where she will
•pend the remainder of the winter with
hot daughter, Mis. Henry Arnold.
Mre. Henry M. Chapman, of Bangor,
•nhred in town, Monday, and will rem i n with her parents, Mi. and Mrs.
Geo. B. Dunn, fur a few days.
• Mre. John Weiler and her daughter,
Jtn e t, went to Boeton, Monday morntoepend the holidays with relatiree.
Mr. and Mre. K. S. Jackins left town
Tuesday morning for Hinckley, where
they will spend Christmas with their
daughter, Mrs. H. B. Watson.
8. J . Stewart, of Bangor, successor
to
Boars, florist,
• , Call
'
. .wili
« have on
. sale
a large quantity of cut flowers for the
.
n %
,.11
1
hoBdaye, at Dyer s grocery. Call and
eahthiin
*

Mr. James Deasy, who is employed
as tvavelling salesman for a large
who|a«ala house in Boeton, is at home
and will pass the holidays with his
patents. Mi. and M n. James Deasy.
With the good sleighing and fine
weather that has favored the Christmas
hdyere this Week and last, the mercha ite should be well pleased with the
trade.
Alter being eloeed for about ten days
on agooiilt of the death of Robert J.
Cothran, the drug store, formerly oper■•y Mad by him, was re-opened on WedVlMldsy of this week, and will hereafter
h i ooaducted by Mrs. Coehran, A
* m istered druggist has been secured,
tvho will strive in Houlton st an early
ii
".data.
The sale of Bibles by £ . T. Garland,
;
■Mj. :< etaittary of the Maine Bible Society, at
OoajpagatioDal veetry, last week,
, waalaigely patronised by the towns^paopie. The books were of the very
. , |a ^ ^ iw U ty , and many were purchased
for Xmas gifts.
Mr. Jay G. Kirkpatrick, who, for the
past throe yean, has been
the em■ e * of (ha John Watson Co., resigned
1, his position a short time ego, snd is st
psaaont engaged in working up a trade
in fortiiiser snd farm machinery in
Waodetoek and other points in New
Brunswick and is matting with good
MMNNMie
BrjK-n. orohMtr. will bold . Now
VtM’ebeU, s t the opera house Monday
' svsaing. Advertising of the event will
'Jba put up early neat week. Make your
plans to attend this dance, as it has
heen;dsmonstrated that the music snd
mnagoment will be second to none.
, Miss Blla MeBuroey was a very weleoaae visitor, Thursday. Miss MeBarney was on her way to hyr home in
Bridgewater, where she will spend her
vacation. She is a student at Colby
college, and reports that the Aroostook
delegations are doing good work in that
Institution.
Invitations have been received by a
number of Houlton people to attend a
ball, given by the officers of the 67th
Regiment, at the opera house, in
Woodstock, Monday evening, Jan. 1st.
The proceeds of the ball will be turned
over to the 67th band. Music will be
furnished by the 97th quadrille band.
This bell is sure to be a very pleasing
•oriel event, aud will, doubtless, be
attended by many people from this
town.
J. W. Terrill, who has been confined
to the house for the past year, died at
his home on Military St., Saturday,
Dec. 16, at the age of 57 yean. The
deceased, who was a well-known farmer
la this community, was born at Grand
Lake, Queens Co., N. B., and lived at
that plaoe until six years of age, h hen
hie parents moved to Eel River, N. B.,
where they resided until Mr. Terrill
WiC married to Mias Cordelia Estahnoka, o f Bodgdon, in 1875. Since
ik«t tlftfo: ft* haa maided in Houlton

A ro o sto o k

LOCAL NEWS.
Mr. Fred Hannig^n was in Bangor
this week on business
Mrs. Beecher Sanborn and daughter
Madeline, were visiting friends in town
Wednesday of this week.
Mrs. Chas. Boulier and daughters
Madeline and Marguerite, of .Senrsport, were in town, Tuesday.
Albert K. Stetson of Colby College,
is home fui the holidays.
Our special clubbing offer is nearing
its close and we must receive jour or
ders early. Don’t put it ofl’ until the
offer is taken away.
Send us your remittance ; we will
appreciate it as a fine Christmas present.
Mrs John B. McMann went to Bangor, Thursday, to spend Christmas.
Don A. H. Powers and 'daughter
Hortenae, went to Augusta, Thursday
morning.
Miss Mariel Marsh returned from
Orono, last evening, where she has
been to attend the wedding of her
sister Mattie.
Mrs. Geo. Moores of Ashland, is the
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs. L.
Chandler.
J. Perley Dudley of Presque Isle, is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Jenks.
James Archibald, who is attending
Bowdoin college, is home for the Christ
mas holidays.
J. Roy Ervin of Fort Fairfield, was
in town last week on his way to Port
age Lake, where he will pass the win
ter in search of better health.
Corn is selling at McGee’s feed store
. . .
,
,
for SI.dO per hundred. He also has
,
*
t
°
the lowest quotations on flour. Call
and get his prices.
•Mr. Ernest Leighton returned this
week from Bangor, where he took the
State Pharmacy examination.
Mr. Ransom Norton, who has been
slightly ill for a few weeks, is again
able to be out of doors.
Mr. Samuel H. Reed, principal of the
Swansea Grammar School, Swansea,
Mass., arrived home last week, and will
spend the Christmas vacation of two
weeks with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. W. Reed.
An alarm of fire was rung in last
Saturday morning at about 7.80 for a
burning chimney in the residence of
H. B. Bither on Park St. The com
pany made a quick response but their
services were not needed and no dam
age resulted.
A case of small-pox has developed
this week, in a family by the name of
Russel, who live near the C. P. R.
freight.Station. So far, the case has
been held to a mild form, and it is not
expected that any serious spread of the
disease will follow.
H. A. McLellan is now occupying
one of the new stores in the Frisbie
block. The interior of the store is not
yet completed, but the goods bave been
arranged in a tasteful manner for the
Christmas trade, and after the holidays,
the interior will be completed.
Miss Nellie W. Merritt returned
home from Boston, last week, accom
panied by her class mate at Emerson
College, Miss Leaah V. Henshaw of
Carrolton, 111., who will remain her
during the holidays.
Read the advertisement of the R. T.
Prentiss Ac Co. on another page, as this
company are doing a very extensive
business in Aroostook, and intend to
keep constantly increasing it. We
think it will be for the interest of our
farmers to look into this matter, and
get acquainted with this company, as
they seem to be offering inducements to
the farmers which no other company
has thus far this season.
We have received many handsome
calendars from the different business
houses, among the many artistic
creatioift are those from Hagerman &
Astle’s music store, The H. J. Hatheway Co., R. J. Cochran and G. B.
Niles, also a fine large daily wall
calendar of the New England Mutual
Life Insurance Co., represented in this
town by A. G. Betts.
Souvenir programs for the Minstrel
Entertainment to be given under the
auspices of the Women’s Alliance of
the Unitarian church, will be completed
this week. As these programs are to
be sent to the surrounding towns, it
will afford our merchants and business
men an excellent opportunity to adver
tize. The first page will be devoted to
a toast from the Alliance ladies to those
who ' ave advertised, recommending an
inspection- of their stock of trade before
purchasing elsewhere. All advertisements wil be arranged in an attractive
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W. P. Mansur returned last week
Col. B. H. Putnam went to Boston,
from
a short business trip, to Boston
Thursday.
and
New
York.
Miss Annie Jones, formerly of this
town, is teaching in Millinockett.
I The first of the course of four as
Mrs. F. W. Harrison, who has been semblies being given by the O. E. S.
visiting at the home of her son Mr. was held at the Opera House, last
F. F. Harrison, Pleasant St., returned Thursday evening and was a pronounced
success from all standpoints. The
to Woodstock, Thursday.
Mr. George Burpee, a student at the second of the course will be held Thurs
School of Technology in Boston, will day evening, December 28th.
We understand that Miles B. White
spend the holidajs with his parents in
of East Hodgdon, has rented his farm
Houlton.
James,
Lawrence, Stephen and for the ensuing year, to Frank Gorham.
Joseph, sons of Daniel Gillin, Pleasant Poor health compels Mr. White to take
St., returned, Thursday, from Van a rest.
The stagings have been removed from
Buren, where they have been attending
the
new Mansur block this week and
school.
Dr. Chas. Tuell of Boston, a brother windows on the lower floor have been
of Mrs. S. D. Little, has bought the set. The block presents a very fine
good will and practice of Dr. Bert appearance and is a credit to the ar
Doyle, dentist, and is expected to ar chitect and builder and also a building
rive in Caribou this week.—Republicen. which is not easily surpassed in appear
ance by any in the citi°s of the State.
We are pleased to see our old friend
We understand that all the floor space
friend Jonathan Benn again on the
is spoken for and will be occupied as
gtreet. It will be remembered that
soon as the interior is completed.
Mr. Benn narrowly escaped death, be
Last Sunday the Union church at
ing very badly hurt by a bull while
Linneus
was filled three times, morn
leading it to water.
An assembly was given at Foresters’ ing, afternoon and evening, with a
Hall, Wednesday evening of this week, most appreciativ ? audience. The meet
by the ladies of Nonpareil Lodge. The ings were full of intercut and power
occasion was a very pleasant one for and some were persuaded to become
all who attended. Other assemblies Christians. Evangelist Jones preached
in the morning and led a Christians
will be given after the holidays.
Mrs. Henry Sincock who has been praise service in the afternoon in which
very ill for the past few weeks, shows many took part. Mrs. Jones preached
at present tm
n>* of improvement. in the evening. Large crowds are ex
Mrs. Sincock is fur advancid in years pected next Sunday and the services
and the present illness is taking her will be held at 10.45 a. m., 2.30 p. m.,
and 7.30 p. m., local time.
strength rapidly.

Have you any surplus money on hand that is
not earning anything for you ?
Have you money in Savings Bank:* that is earn
ing only oi per cent a year or less ?
Would you like to invest your money through a
safe and conservative Banking Institution so that
it will earn for you frpm 4 to o per rent a year,
without risk of loss of any kind ?

The Merrill Trust Company,
B a n g o r , M a in e ,
Makes it a business to obtain for .ts customers, investments in $ -300 and
$ ltooo denominations, snob as the Maine Savings Banks buy for them
selves. The business was originally established nearly thirty-five years
ago, and only the SAFEST AND BEST securities are ever recommenied.
The Directors of the Merrill Trust Company are men well known through
out Eastern Maine, and the officers of the Company will take pleasure in
showing you how you can invest your money SAFELY to pay M tor than
Savings Banks. Drop usa line, and our representative will cal] and uive you
full details.

Merrill Trust Company,
B a n g o r y M a in e

C&pital, Surplus and Undivided Profits

$155,000.
President,
EDWIN G. MERRILL.

Treasurer,
W. B. HASSARD.

DIRECTORS
F. H. A R P E T O N
H. C. C H A P M A N
M- 8 C L I F F O R D
TH O M A S U .C O E

H E N R Y F. D O W 8 T
W IL L IA M E N G E L
JOHN R GRAHAM
E D W IN O M E R R IL L

E U G E N E U. S A N G E R
13. D T H A T C H E R
W IL S O N D W IN G
A N D R E W P. W : S W E L '-

We are pleaded to announce the
Union Evangelistic services are now
marriage of Woodlord Ketchum which being held in the Free Baptist church
The exclusion which is run from
R h o d a - Libby.
occurred a short time ago at Wollaston, at Hodgdon, conducted by the noted
Aroostook
to
Btngor,
just
on
the
eve
Mass. We have not been able to get evangelists, Rev. N. C. M. McLean and
A very pr* tty wed ling took place at
at the name of the fortunate party in wife. Rev. Mrs. McLear. who comes of the holidaj* season is causing many iti- home of the bride in Amity, Dec.
the person of ti e bride. Miss Helen, highly recommended by pastors and of our business men to ft el that the y 13 h, at noon, the contracting parties
Mr. Ketchum's young daughter, who gospel committees representing different are not fairly dealt with. We pre being l*rank Leslie Rhoda, son of
for sometime has made her home with denominations. These meetings are sume that no one is to bl*me fir hav- Richard M. Rhj la of Hodgdon, and
meeting at this time of 1/,. u
Mr. and Mrs W. H. Bumpus, started being largely attended and the CnrDt- ing* the Giange
. *
, ,
, •
b‘tln* I-*vaf)gel! ne L bby, daughter of
the ye;.r, in Bangor, am' for having i.
,
.
*
this morning for Boston, where she ian people of the different churches are ,
.. . Daniel M. i.ii.hy ,ff Amity. The bride
cheap excursion. But it seems a little
.
... ..
,
ae
will reside with Mr. and Mrs. Ketchum taking an active part in the work. , , ,
i i i i
, »u
;
btautifullj gow led in blue silk
bit
hard
on
our
local
dealers
to
take
a
.
.
.
A pleasant home wedding occurred Two large meetings were held lust Sun
pan of the cream „f the trade and "
? " h rre*m . '*“ • and
Wednesday night at the home of Mrs. day in which a great interest was mani
transfer i, to another cit,. They h . « I f „ ' '’UU'!^ L ,
“ « • Bi.hop
Etta McKeen, when her niece Miss fested.
People were m attendance
putin excellent stocks of goods, and ! “
d«rgyCamilla Taggett was united in mar from Houlton, Linneus and other
i
i
c■
t
I man' Mins May 1'opl ani was bridesare asking only a fair price for them. |
J 8
riage with Mr. Chester StewaTt of places. All the pastors of the place T , ,
f „ consider
■, ij mald »»»d
Rho la best man
Indeed if one should carefully
. Mr.
... Miles
,
,ttU
Maynard, Mu*-. The ceremony was took part in the services. The song .
.
Daisy Rhoda bore a tray containthe rprices asked here for the same ,grade j tog
• the
,, ring.
performed by Rev. G. K Edgett. Miss services led by the evangelists together
of goods with the puces in the larg r
Taggett is a well known and popular with the fine selection of new hymns
In the evening a reception was ten
cities he would find that our dealers
young lady and has many friends in greatly interest the public. Mr. and
dered the bride and groom, about fifty
are selling their good* at a lower price
town. Mr. Stewart has been in this Mrs. McLeod sang for the late D. L.
being present. Mr. Rhoda is one of
than is demanded in larger places.
town for a few months in the employ Moody.
Hodgdon’s most promising joung men,
Everyone who lives in Aroostook
of the Independent Telephone Co. Mr*
and
Mrs. Rhoda one of Amity’s best
William Wingate Sewall, of Island owes it as a duty *o his town and
and Mrs. Stewart will reside in this Falls, has been nominated for collector
young women. I hey received ^ b dny
county to patronize his local dealers,
town.
of customs for the district of Aroostook. and ytt there are many of us that do beautiful presents and the best wishes
of all.
The County Commissioners are in He was formerly a guide of President
not think of that duty.
We have
session at the Court House, this week, Roosevelt’s, when the latter made
found by experience that it paj-s to
Remember your listant ’ritnds, and
and will be here next week closing up hunting trips in the Maine woods,
buy of the man who is ntarest to us also those who are near and dear to you,
the affairs of the County for the present twenty years ago, Sewall acted as sup
as, v/e can look him to make by sending them some holiday greeting
year. They request that all bills erintendent of the Roosevelt ranch in
good everything he sells. There are post cards, 3 for 5 cents, of your post
against the County be presented not the Bad Lands of South Dakota, where
merchants in this town who have master or dealer. Old and young alike
later than Friday of next ^week, and all Mr. Roosevelt spent several years. The
been called
upon to exchange are pleased to receive greetings from
bills due the County be paid before old-time guide has been postmaster of
goods that have been mirchasecl abroad, friends arie relatives. The last and the
Jan. 1, 1906.
Island Falls and has held several other but have proved unsuitable, or a bad best are the bes:. Wholetale prices
The County wood yard which has offices in the district. Sewall made a
fit. Our dealers are always glad to and samples free to dealers. The H dibeen closed for the last month owing long contest for thecollectorship against
make good any of their wares sold, but day Greeting Card Co., Columbus, Ohio.
to the scarci'y of rren, will be started Thomas H. Phair, of Presque Isle, the
goods purchased iti other places cannot
Quick changes from hot to cold and
up Dec. 26, under the no-tobacco, ten- present incumbent, and Ransford W.
be returned, and if unsatisfactory m ust1back again try strong constitutions, and
hour system, The force will consist of Shaw, of Houlton. Sewall made a
be kept.
If the practice of going cause, among other evils, rasa1 catarrh,
H. D. Smart, overseer, tlnee men who personal canvass of the whole county,
to other places or sending away for a troublesome and offen»i*e disease.
were sentenced this week for selling a majority of whose voters are said to
goodu was carried out to a large Sneezing ant- snuffling, coughing and
difficult breathing, and the drip, crip of
liquor, and one Indian sent up for have indorsed his candidacy, Sewall
extent our magnificent stores and the foul di-charge into the n.r->at—all
drinking too much of what the other expressed no surprise when he heard of
thriving hustling towns would not are ended by Elv’s Cream Balm. This
fellows sold. Orders for wood can be the nomination, as he had known, he
exist, and the local market, which is honest and positive remedy emuins no
left with II. D. Smart at the yard.
said, that he had the people with him the best market for the farm*"' as well cocaine, mercury nor ofhej harmful
News comes to us this week of the from the start. The nomination ap- as the business man, would be impos ingredient The worst c-se* nrr cured
marriage cf Mr. Robert Baker, former pears to be popular among the people sible. Let us all have a pride in our I in a short time All druggi-f-, 5.)c ,
or mailed by Ely Bros , 56 Warren St ,
ly an employee at the B. & A. offices of Aroostook county. His nomination own to make it the best because we New York
in this town, to Miss Gertrude Hill to be collector of customs for the dis put all our energy into it. L,et us
who held a position as stenographer at trict of Aroostook was sent to the senate ambitious to have the best farm in the
Hollsiter’s lffuky Mountain Tea is
electricity.
It goea to
the same offices. In e young couple by the President, Saturday. The office town, the best town in the county, the simply lup
every
part
of
jour
body,
bringing
new
is
one
paying
81500
per
annum,
and
were well known in this town where,
best store m the town, and let us all blood, stiength a- d new vigor
It
during their short stay they had gather the fees and perquisites bring the total patronize our own and believe we have makes you well and keeps you well 35
ed about them many loyal friends. The up to better than 63,000. But more the best, as we ceitainlj* have.
cents
K o v -’ t J. C o c h r a n .
marriage occurred Friday, Dec. 15, at than that, it has been an honor greatlj
Washington, D. C. After a short sought The place has been held by
Three Pocket Peddlers Pun
wedding tour Mr. ancl Mrs. Baker wil Llewellyn Powers, ex-governer and
ished,
reside at Birmingham. Alabama, where congressman, by Albert A. Burleigh,
Another trio of law breakers was
Mr. Baker has a lucrative position as railrc ad president ami land and lumber
brought
to justice, Tuesday, when
assistant engineer on construction on baron, by Henry J Hathaway, the
Daniel
Fitz-immons,
Joseph Weston,
greatest Cleveland Democrat of the
the Southern Railroad.
copyright* etc., (N ALL C O U N T R I E S .
and
William
Jardirie
were anaigned
Business direct it 'tk W ashington saves time^ |
We have received some of the ad Pine Trie state, and by Thomas H.
money and often the patent .
before
Justice
H.
M.
Briggs
Fitz
Paten, snd Infringement Practice Exclusively.
vanced sheets of the new Directory for Phair.
W rite o r com e to us at
simmons pleaded guilty and was sen
B33 Math Street, opp. trailed Btatee Fafcat Me#,]
Aroostook County, and we are advised
WASHINGTON, D. C.
I he Potato News,
tenced as follows, single sale, 850, and
by the publishers that the work is nowThe outlook for a high price for spuds 30 days in the County jail ; on search
in the bindery and will be ready for
seems
to be growing fainter, ns fonign and seizure he was given §100, and
distribution in about a week. There
supplies continue to increase, and some 60 days ; and as commo- seller was
will be over 500 pages, containing,
witli advertisements, a list of all the potato holders are lociking for a oig bound over. Weston was served to
slump in the market the last of the the same stiff dose, and Jardine got '
business firms and professional people,
season. There will probably be a huh off’ with §50 00 and 30 days for single
['In*'innuai nuvtm.; of t ie Stockholders of
with names and addresses of nearly
price for a short time just after New sale, and § 100 ancl 60 days on search tie- first National Hunk of Houlton. tor the
every citizen, making it the most com
evetion of dir-vtoi s uni transaction of siu*h
Year’s; as buyers are purchasing only and seizure Surely the way <f the - Pier business us may be leu',illy brought U-plete Directory the County has ever
loiethem, v, ii! he heid a' the Hankinu lioonis
what they need for immediate wants, pocket peddler is not a path of plea-ure on
Tuesday, .laouary nth, in o, at lo.-vk-ck
had, and of almost incalculable value.
a. m.
and as the car shortage will make the
Those who have not done so, may leave
FKANK E. EBAY, Cashier.
These parties were run to cover after
moving of potatoes in large quantities
Houlton, JHh*. 7 , inn;,.
their orders at this office, and they will
a three days’ chase by Deputy Sheriff’s
» u y - «'«-*:* <>ri»l S t o p - , l l i f ' l H Ai u . i ,
receive the Directory as early as pos very difficult. A high price for a short
umcklr a.Aye Icflauimaiioa in the tbr**.
A.
B.
-Smart
and
Charles
Lawlis.
<
time
is
confidently
looked
for.
sible.

Notice.

The

Or presto 1 be Shekel again.
(Shekel and Snyde in a single man
Graft on a purely medicinal plan
To eeu a brew to the idiots who
Believe in a Heathen Science.
Snyde in secret mixed the stuff,
shekel in public sold enough
To oet rich-quick at the cost of the sick—
What a frightfully neat appliance.)
There’S Shekel’s Pale Pills for the Puny,
iy.
and “Belgian Nerve
“Brain Cordial,’........................
Bean.
►
whiskey in some, in otheis bad nun,
in other* judicious morphine,
j a funeral trolls by his office,
_at, tut, says the Doctor Inside,
“It’s really a shame, and there’s no one to
blame,
But that naughty, bad man, Mr. Snyde !”
Then he fades to the rear, and turns to the
who sings the refrain,
it’s sure : when it kills, it' s a
to Shekel again.
another name
!edeck of a bunco game
the tin from the pale and thin
in Heathen Science,
anker the poison the more they sell—
soks would starve If folks kept well,
__ sir fhvorite trick is to keep ’em side
By the|r frightfully neat applianoe)
Walter Irwin in Collier’s Weekly.

A vigorous demo istiaiion for the
toy*! enforcement of the oivil service
towv by foderal officers was made by
Pnaldeat Roosevelt, in a letter made
jmbifo on November 27, in which the
• dtaiaaal of William 8. Leib, as Atois>
Mat United States Treasurer in Phila
delphia, w*e communicated. The
PtroaMent wrote to Mr. Leib : “ In yonr
mm, It teems to me clearly established
that you have lougbt continually to
take advantage of every kind of techni
cality In order to avoid carrying out the
law In good faith. By taking advant
age 0# there technicalities, you hava
kept upon the roll in almost continuous
naaltton, oertain 01 your own relatives
and, nt least, one person, whose ap
pointment was evidently pressed merely
for political reasons, instead of making
Ml pdaaet effort to carry out the law as
H a p n a to appointments within the
aiMgpad service. It clearly appears
that In one examination held upon infm atton famished by your office,
there was soeh olear evidence of fraud
that It had to be cancelled. . . . UnAgv there circumstances of persistence in
Wipjg dcfilg upon your part, it seems
to me that there is no alternative but
to remove you (torn office.” —The
Christian Register.

'r i m e s

F rid a y ,

Good Citizenship.

Dr. 8hekel and Mr. Snyde.
I hre* retd of his name in the papers
And used on his picture with pride,
“Dr. Shekel Can Cure! The friend of the
Poor !”
Bat 1 never have seen Mr. Snyde.
Yeljn high patent medicine circles,
where r hekel is lauded to fame,
Ptabaaid it inferred, by a hint, by a word,
That Shekel and Snyde are the same.
That a physical, strange, metaphorical change
Cooes over the healer of pain,
That at will he can slide to the aspect of

r
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CHRISTMAS
NEW YEARS

The impressibn- is gaining that some
how Christianity and good citizenship
are allied. The man who poses as a
Christian while he disgraces the name
of citizen, is relegated to the dead past.
A girl to do hou se LOW EST ONE-W AY
Civic reform reaches the public life of w ork?
FIR ST-CLA SS FARE
the individual, and condemns that in a
FOFl ROUND TRIP
A good ren t cheap ? Goiiig Dec. 22, 190.", to Jan. I, 1906, inclusive,
public man which stains private char
good to return until Jan. J, 1906.
acter.
A good second-hand Between all Stations [on A tlantic
If the recent defeat of the machine
Division, and Eastern Division
forces in our states and cities means organ for $25,
to
and including Montreal.
anything, it means that the people are
Also,
from
and to Stations on D.
ured of hypocrisy in their officials.
To buy a house at a
A. R. and I. C. R.
They demand a “ clean platter” within bargain ?
and without. Stealing is stealing,
whether from the government, the in
To buy a good m ill
surance company, the corporation or
property at a great LOW EST ONE-WAY FIR ST-C LA SS
the individual.
Now is the time to emphasize the bargain ?
FA RE
Dec*.23,
24,
25,
1905.'inclusive;
good for re
importance of civic righteousness, when
turn until Dec. 26, 1905. Also on Dec. JO and
To
b
u
y
a
good
w
ork
the cry is ringing in the very air, “ Deal
Jl, 1905, and Jan. 1, 1906, good for return un
justly” “ Give a spuare deal to every horse or double team ? til Jan. J, 1906.
Lowest one- way first-class fare to
man.” The same spirit is saying to
Montreal, added to one-way
good
snug
To sell a
the citizen : “ V o te a s y o u p r a y , o r a t
first-c la ss fa re and one-third
or
least, as you ought to pray.” Our house for $1500
from Montreal,
President, Theodore Roosevelt, has $2000 ?
Dec. 22,23, 24 and 25; also Dec. 29, 30 and
done much to awaken and deepen this
31,1905, and Jan. 1,1906, good for return un
impression
In fact if you w an t til Jan. 3,1906.
Full particulars
Let every citizen aid in this healthful to btiy or sell anyCall on M. T. PEARSON, Houlton, Me.,
life-giving effort to ieform and save the
or wiiteto F. R. PERRY, D. P. A., C. P. K.
thing,
state, which means every individual in
ST. JOHN, N. If.
the state.—The Defender.

To Stations West of
Montreal.

Inquire at th e

“ You must find that impediment in
your speech rather inconvenient at
times, Mr. Biggs ?” “ Oh, n-no
Everybody has his (leculiarity* Stam
mering is m-m-mine. “ What is
yours ?” “ Well, really, I am not
aware that I have any.”
“ D-do
you stir y-your tea with your right
hand ?” “ Why, yes, of course ”
“ W-well, that is y-your p-peculiarity
Most p-people u-use a t-teaspoon.” —
Sacred Heart Review.
Two men were introduced to each
other. One, failing to catch the other’s
name, asked him to repeat it. “ My
name is rather hard,” said No. 2,
“ Well,” said No. 1 “ I don’t believe it
is any harder than mine.” “ F be will
ing to bet 810 it is.” No. 2 replied.
To this No. 1 assented without hesita
tion, and the bet was made. Then No.
2 said, “ My name is Stone, F. W.
8tone.” “ I’m sorry, but you lose,”
sa|d the other. “ My name is Harder,
T. B. Harder.”
f y n y - P e c t o r a l S o o th e s S ore L u cg *
and makes tender throats well and strong.

TIMES OFFICE.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas Seth Allen of Ilerse^.
y, in die
County of Aroostook and State of Maine,. b'>y
his mortgage deed dafed September 22nd,
1901, recorded in the Aroostook Registryof
Deeds in Vol. 122, Page 418, conveyed to
Frederick A. Powers ana Don A. H. Powers,
both of Houlton in said County, the north
half of lot numbered eleven (11) and the
south half of lot numbered twelve (12) in said
Ilersey, according to plan and survey of
David Haynes made in 1847, containing one
hundred and sixty 1160) acres more or less,
and being the same premises then occupied by
said Seth Allen as his homestead farm in said
Hersey.
And whereas the said Frederick A. Powers
and Don A. H. Powers by their assignment,
dated Nov. 28,1893, reoorded in the said Re
gistry in Vol. 124, Page 112, assigned said
mortgage and the debt thereby secured to An
drew P. Perkins, then of said Houlton, but
now deceased:
And whereas Abbie A . Perkins, of said
Houlton, the duly appointed and qualified ad
ministratrix of the estate of said Andrew P.
Perkins, by assignment dated December 20,
1905, recorded in said Registry in Vol. 196,
Page 226, assigned said mortgage a id the
debt thereby secured to me, the undersigned.
Now therefore the condition of this mort
gage is broken, by reason whereof I claim a
foreclosure of the same and give this notice
for that purpose.
Houlton, Maine, December 21,1905.
WILLIAM A. CAMPBELL,
Ify h1s Attorneys, P o w e k s & A k c i i i b a l o

Farmers, Grangers and
Everybody Read T h is!!
The R. T. P rentiss Co’s. F ertilizers are
tak in g like “hot cak es,”

BDT HAVE A DIFFERENT SMELL
Sam ples of these F ertilizers have ar
rived, and can be seen by callin g upon
any of our agents, for Southern A roos
took, as follow s :
S A F FO R i ) & YO R K
LOWRKY & FOSTKP

A gents for

Mars Hill
Monticello

Me A V O Y & A T H E R T O N
S. G. S P R A T T

Sherm an & vicinity
P atten
Island Falls

\V. R. W H I T N E Y

Ilo u lto n

A. M. S T A C K P O L E

Bridgew ater

C. I£. C U N N I N G H A M

A gent

“

DISTRICT OF AROOSTOOK, COL
LECTOR’S OFFICE, Houlton, Me., Dec.
15, 1905* Notice is hereby given that the
following merchandise, the result of several
seizures made in this District, which have been
duly advertised according to law and no
claimant appearing within the required time,
will be sold at public auction at the Custom
House, Houlton, Saturday, Dec. 30,1995, at
two o’clock in the afternoon. 2 suits clothes,
1 over coat, 1 doz. pairs socks, 1 pair overalls,
1 child’s suit of clothes, l pair men’s pants,
101-2 yards dress goods, 5 yards silesia, 3
yards cotton lace, 17 suit cases and grips. T.
II. PH AIR, Collector.

Oiir first cargo ot 1500 tons w ill arrive
in Janu ary and can be inspected b y in 
sp ectin g our w arehouses, at different
p oin ts and w e w ish to inform you th a t
th ese goods are to be p a t up in nice n ew
b arrels and fw e sin cerely believe th a t
no other F ertilizer Company w ill offer
you ruch inducem ents to buy th eir ferti
lizers as w e sh a ll th is season.

Two Good Driving
H orses

R. T. PRENTISS CO.,

to exch an ge for H ay
and Oats.
I h ave tw o good
horses su itab le f o r
drivers w hich I am in
a position to exch an ge
for th eir valu e in H ay
and Oats. Call and
look th em over at
FOSS’S LIVERY
STABLE
M arket Sq., Houlton.

PRESQUE ISLE, ME. & BOSTON, MASS.

Come and see our

E N G IN E S
SET UP FOB ACTUAL WORK,
ARRANGED FOB GENERAL
WORK W HERE POWER
IS REQUIRED

Pumping W ater, Sawing Wood, &c.

Cftristmas Slippers
FOR

MAN, WOMAN
and CHILD.

WE WANT YOUR IDEAS.

1 The Fairbanks Company I

Of course real solid com fort m a y be pos
sib le w ith ou t a p air of Slippers — but its
su rely m ore lik e th e Sim on-pure article
w h en th e Slippers are there.
T hat opens th e w a y tow ard m aking
som ebody a presen t th a t w ill gladden
them for a w h ole year or more.

Men’s Slippers, 49c to $2.00.
Hiawatha Slippers $1.15 to $2.75
Indian Slippers 75c to $2,75
Felt and warm Lined Slippers in Red,
Black and Brown from 48c to $1.50

Merritt's Shoe Store.

A lw ays

on Hand

S. J. Stewart has placed his
agency at L. W. Dyer’s Store
80 MAIN STREET.
Fresh Cut Flowers can be obtained at any time.'
Special attention given to funeral emblems. Orders
promptly filled and delivered to any oart of the
town.
252
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EASTERN

STEAMSHIP GO-

Printers Wanted

REDUCED RATES.
Winter Schedule
TWO TRIPS A WEEK.
Job Competitors. Steady
Steamers leave Win erport (weather per work, open shop ; good pay
mitting) at 1! a. m.: Rueksport, at 1.30 p.
for the right men.
m.
For Sears]tort, Belfast, Camden. Rockland
and Boston, Mondays and Thursdays.
THE LAKESIDE PRESS CO.,
Free transfer ol westbound baggage at
PORTLAND. MAINE.
Rueksport from train to steamer.
RETURNING
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5
Iloulton, Dec. 20, UH15.
p. :n.
The annual meeting of the Aroostook
From Rockland, touching at way-landings County 1 atoms Mu ral Fire Insurance Com
a! 5.39 a. in., Wednesdays and Saturdays.
pany of Houlton will be held at the Grange
All cargo except lice stock, via the steam Hall, Iloulton, Monday, J an. 8th. 1906, at
ers of this Company, is insured against lire 2 p. m. for the purpose of the election of
and marine risk.
Directors and the transaction of such other
If. T. SAN GO iV A fen t, Bangor, Me- business as may come More the meeting.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. Oc Ueo’l Man*, j
GFO. W. AUBER,
grr, Boston, Mass.
J
Seueiary.

The
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with both profit and pleasure that it is
The Dedication of the Bible.
An interesting point has been raised really a waste of time to read anything
Wni. Lawler of Benedicta, who was
in England regarding the publication or that is bad or of a questionable cbarac
hurt
by a tree falling on him a year
ter.
not of the dedication to King James in
ago,
died
in the City Hospital in Bos
the authorized version of the Bible > I eople sometimes read a l ock
printed by the Oxford and Cambridge because it has been widely advertised ton, Monday, the result of his injuries.
University Presses. Like most English* and is “ popular." They f*ar being He was 38 yaars old and leaves a
men with a point to make, I)r. Dawson considered behind the times if they lm*e mother, two brothers and five sisters.
Burns has opened 'the discussion by not read the latest popular novel. Bet H. A. Farmer, his brother-in-law,
that can’t be relieved or cured, by a few drops of
writing a letter to the London Times, ter be behind the times than up-to-date went to Boston on the evening train to
Johnson’s Anodyne L inim ent on a teaspoonful of
sugar. I here is no remedy that will cure a cold so
in which he says: “ The adulatory with trash. The so-called “ popular” bring the remains home.
books
do
not
by
any
means
furnish
the
easily, or allay fever and inflammation fo surely, as
Patrick
Brown,
an
old
resident
of
style of this dedication would have
Johnson's
Anodyne Linim ent. It stops that raw
best
mental
food.
The
best
plan
is
to
Benedicta,
died
Saturday
afternoon.
made it offensive if addressed to the
feeling
in
the
throat; clears your head; checks your
wisest and greatest of monarchs, but, let all questionable books alone. One He was injured two years ago by fall
cough.
His age was 6.5
knowing as we do the object of this should not confine his reading to new ing on a stump.
sMfl
degrading sycophancy, we can hardly | book8- Mftny «ew books are wel1 years.
believe it powible that it shouJd dny worth reading, but books that are good
Geo. E. IlJjinson of Presque Isle,
longer be associated with the volume of,en improve with age. Never refuse was in town Friday.
ontitifcd, “ The Holy Bible.”
| t0 read a *°°d book because it happens
Geo. Pelkey moved into his new
“ The actual James the First of Eng- to be an old one. Those books which building, Monday.
land and Sixth of Scotland was the| have stood the test of time, that have
jffp
K G Woodard of Skowhegan, was
B«
2*3 J i fei
opposite of the belauded James of the comforted, counseled and edified past
in town over Sunday to attend the
is the great emergency doctor— internal ailments arid external ills, from what
dedication. James was not a ‘Most[generations, mey furnish both instrucever cause, are soonest cured by Johnson's Anodyne Linim ent.
Used as a
*!■
fj
funeral of his cousin, S. P. Hussey of
High and Mighty Prince,’ but a low, tive and interesting reading for the
household
remedy
since
1810
.
Cures
asthma,
bronchitis,
catarrh,
sore
throat,
Patten.
mean and despicable one. He was i ot I Pe°pl® °f to-day. Among old or new
croup, la grippe, headache., neuralgia, cholera-morbus, colic, cramps, diarrhoea,
C. F. Parsons was in town Thurs
sore and bruised muscles, cuts, burns, scalds, chafing, chaps, chilblain and
King of France.' His coming to the I book®» choose only the best.
day, on business.
frost bite. Something to keep in the house— something lo depend on—-good
Engiiah throne was nor a national
when you can’t get the doctor— invaluable^lwaj s.
bleesing, but a national calamity, and I
G ra ft in J a p a n ,
At Pier No, 70 .
25 cent size and 50 cent size. Three times as much in large size.
k k «hopeful seed* (uot Prince Henry, | it seems that after a country goes to
(New Haven Register.)
who waadead in 1011 ) filled the lan d !w*r it is inevitable that, with the reI. S. JOHNSON 6 CO., Boston, Mass.
The dinner given in honor of Maik
wlth confusion and bloodshed. Instead | turn of peace, scandals must crop up
of *many singular and extraordinary j and charges against dishonest officials Twain Tuesday evening by his associ
graoaa,* James had not one ordinary I various ranks and services be made ates in the Haiper Brothers’ literary
gvaot of body or mind. He bad not IJapan is no exception and is going shop and by his^iterary contempora
M i attribute which the epithet ‘kingly’ I through the experience that we had ries upon the occasion of his 70th
le intended to express. He was a Iafter the Spanish war and England birthday, was the most remarkable
ooward by temperament and a tyrant l after tbe Boer war. The trouble in thing of its kind we have any recollect
by disposition. It is true that he pat-1 JaPan » tbe subject of an article in the ion of. He found himself surrounded
fOttlaed Uie production of the authorized IEuropeen of Paris by M. Konishi. The by all of the stars and lesser lights of
version of 1011 , but not without laying Japanese writer says, however, that the literary firmament, above whom he
slavish restrictions upon the translators. I‘‘to-day is not the first time that rumors towered as the Fader of them all,
But the real question is whether. w ith |bave been in circulation to the effect America’s greatest and most subtle, as
our knowledge oPJames, the authorities Itbat among the naval officials, who well as wittiest, sage and jdiilosoper.
His speech will live as the brightest
of our Universities' Presses are justified! "®re 8ent t0 Great Britain to purchase
and
sweetest he ever delivered. He
In giving prolonged currency to a docu war supplies, many had been guilty of
closed it with this delicate reference to
ment, which in charity to its authors, great breach of confidence. The rumor
of the arrest of several of these men the years that have come and gone :
should be consigned to oblivion.
“ If you -brink at the thought of
Editorially, the Times cites that “ the was in circulation in May, 1904, but
night,
and winter, and the late home
Biblo Society, which is, perhaps, one of now a number of revelations have been
coming
from the banquet and the lights
wlhOf..InsgeaS' of the customers of the I made public which are instructive and
and
the
laugl ter, through the deserted
presses, will have none of it
We |» ’Jf?s:e8tive.
streets—
t desolation which would not
think we are not far wrong in saying) M. Konishi gives as his first cr.se a
remind you now—as for a generation
that none of the English bibles circul- man by the name of Takeuchi Jujiro
it did, that your friends are sleeping,
tied by the society, in the last twenty The officer bad charge of paying bills
and you must creep in a tip-toe and
p o re , has contained it. If Dr. Daw- of th®Japanese government in London,
We are very fortunate in being able to
not disturb them but would only re
•on Berne wishes to enter on a success-) and although he led a quiet life, nevermind you that you need not tip-toe, arrange with the publishers of these three
fol QfWade against the dedication, his pbeless embezzled nearly $200,000.
you can never disturb them more—if well-known magazines to offer a subscrip
plan Would seam to be to urge th e)
one mlgbt naturally suppose, the
you shrink at the thought of these things tion for the coining year at this sensational price. We have decided to let our readers have
British public, or that part of it which delinquent officer did not appear in
you need only reply. ‘Your invitation the full advantage of the reduction and to cut the prece of the Aroostook Times as well, in
•ympathise* with him, to decliue to Tokyo when bis case came up, and
honors me, and pleases me because you
puicbiac a copy in which it appears, judgment was rendered by default.
order to get quickly a large Ir.dy of paid-in-advance subscribers.
still keep me in your aemembrance,
If he would add to his labors an effort Another man, Kaki Jujiro, the accom
but I am 70 ; 70, and would nestle in
to bring about the more frequent print- Pl*ce
lakeuchi, suceeded in getting
The Cosmopolitan.
The Review of Reviews.
the chimney corner, and smoke my
ing of the original preface called ‘The awa7 with #20,000. In addition to
A
leading
magazine for eighteen years.
W oman’s Home Companion.
Many other publications are desirable, and With the recent
pipe and read my book, and take my
change of ownership it has
you may prefer this or prefer that fiction and been
Translators to the Reader.' he would) *hese, the case of one Sakuma Kiichi is
The
Woman’s Home Compaq .ion is for
It is far better in every
rest, wishing you well in all my affect art publication, but the Review of Reviews respect,improved.
and aims to be the best in its field. every member of the family. For our bright,
be doing a service to the history of mentioned, charged with embezzling
is necessary. Substantial American men and Every year
or so there's one notable advance earnest, cultured, home-loving American wo
ion, and that when you in your turn, women are going to keep up with the times
Rnslifth IlikliAftl aehftlarahin.*’
*5,000 i that of Kikumure Tochuvo,
in the forward movement among the many man it is an ideal entertainer and helper iu a
and
they
are
going
to
take
the
shortest
cut—
congenial ways; but the fathers and
charged with pocketing $3,000, and shall arive at Pier No. 70, you may which is the Review of Reviews. Twelve magazines. This year it is the Cosmopolitan. thousand
And this shall be a splendid permanent suc brothers and sons join in its perusal by the
step
aboard
your
waiting
ship
with
a
hundred
pictures
a
year;
departments
giving
cess. Its gains in news-stand sales and in fireside, aid the children eagerly turn to the
•vi.
t r% ,
J others for smaller amounts. All of
the l>est that is in all the other important subscriptions
The Choice of Books,
I,
T
« •,
™
have been remarkable. And pages that arc written for them.
I these men were Japanese officials. M, reconciled spirit, and lay your course magazines all over the world; timely and in these
The issues for the for’.booming year will be
are due only to the new life and real
forming
articles,
almost
as
fresh
and
full
of
It goes without saying that to-day,[Konishi says that “ scandals are much toward the sinking sun with a content news interest as a daily paper; and Dr. Al merit. The CosmoiMiIitan is printing WHAT unique in conception and execution, rich and
in contents, and brilliant with the finest
bert Shaw’s interpretation of the public men, THE PEOPLE WANT. It contains re varied
more than at any other time in the | rarer in the civil administration than in ed heart.”
the best fiction, best sp*cial articles most elaborate and artistic illustrations ob
events and issues of the month, in “The Pro gularity
on timely topics and l>est illustrations that tainable.
Nothing more characteristic of the gress of the World.”
world’s biatory, there is no end in the the trmy an(j navy gervice. The
money can buy.
man
was
ever
spoken,
and
we
can
making ol books, pamphlets, mags-1 reMOn 0f this is that the civil functionand newspapers.
Literature, | arjes know to arrange matters with well believe his friends found their
Don’t w a it; the efter is good for new and renewal subscribers. Arrange for your
good, bad and indifferent, is easily and | outsiders, while the military men have eyes wet with teais and their lips
bbpppfy obtained, and, no doubt, the | oniy the chests of the government from trembling with suppressed emotion as magazine reading now. You are really getting the Aroostook Times FREE and still saving
le took his seat. It was a literary money on your magazines by accepting this oiler, so great is the reduction. Send in your
‘ Mi reeding as they never read ) which to help themselves.”
heait
beat.
But with this vast field
subscriptions at once in order to get the January Magazines.
literature—including everything from| Among the newspapers of Maine,
Not So Bad As It Seemed.
the Sunday issue of the daily news-1 for general circulation, the Lewiston
A distinguished southern statesman, Let Us Take Charge of Our
papers to popular editions of classical I Journal has won a high position, and
DR. MAZARINE’S
in
his
best
days
the
Beau
Brummel
of
Own
Property.
works—to choose from, the average I the reader who wishes to supplement
reader finds time for the perusal of only I his home paper, will find the Journal Washington, who was never knowq to
Economy tyranny is woise than
O limited amount from the great store | will do this in an admirable manner. pay a bill if he could avoid it, went in political. Politics touches a man only
pt tke universal supply. It is some-1 While dealing principally with Maine to a fashionable restaurant one evening now and then. If he succeeds in
FOR
times pointing, if not confusing, to de-1 matters, and advocating matters of and ordered a dinner for which he was keeping out of the clutches of the
Side what to read. No one can afiord I Maine interest, its spacious columns charged a little over five dollars He police, the state hardly ever interferes
(0 rood everything end anything indis-1 give room for an ample review of what lad done the same thing before, and with him perceptibly except on the day I
instantly kills the germs, allayF all inflammation, clears the
throat and lungs, takes away headache and in a little
Orimisately. Reading, that does not | is passing, both at home and abroad, the proprietor decided to teach him a on which he pays his taxes, or fails to
1 J
i tune removes every trace of the disease.
lesson.
He
explained
to
the
cashier
benefit, injures. Those who would not I No event of importance is suffered to
pay them, as the case may be. But
Packed in .Jars, 30c and 50c each.
only increase their store of knowledge, | pass without notice.
Its plan of that he bad not the money with him, economics are always at him—in all
United States O ffice: 416 Baxter Block, Portland, Maine,
but keep their minds pure, must exer- j gathering news is improved from year but would drop in and pay. The cash that he buys and selD, or eats and Sold and recom m ended by R. J. Cochran, H.J. Hat heway Co., and PerksB ros.
else n greet deal of care in the selection Jto year; while its illustrated articles on ier shook her head and referred him to drinks, or puts on and takes off. As
Tommy came back to school after a
If a Tonic Is Required,
of their reading matter. Parents, es-) matters of interest to Maine readers the proprietor in his private office, he goes about town they confront him
peciatiy, need to be careful and watch-1 have attracted favorable attention in all where the statesman—whom every one in every car fare, and at night the seige of toothache and a visit to the
dentist. “ It's too bad you couldn’t Rem em ber T here is No Medicir i
fal in the selection of books for their Jquarters. The Journal is at once a in Washington knows—repeated his price of his pajamas follows him to
save the tooth,” said the teacher, sym
statement.
S o Strengthening and Health
children. The influence of books upon | news, agricultural, political and busibed. To exact tribute directly by act pathetically. ‘ Sure, I saved it ” was
Giving as
“ It has reached the limit,” said the of Parliament or Congress is a crude Tommy’s triumphant reply And he
the child mind is frequently overlooked, I ness paper. The plant, admitted to be
end many so-called “ childrens' books” the best found outside the largest cities, proprietor. “ You don't go out of here and awkward method of holding peo fished the trophy triumphantly out of
ere placed into the hands of young [enables it to furnish the latest news on with that dinner until you pay." The pie up. It is much more elegant to ; hi“ Pocket ~ New York Fre88!
people that are positively bad. No [all occasions. The Weekly has the statesman laughed snd was turning get control of their sources of supplies
Votipk o f F iuht Mpktivo o r ruKDTToim L. Ferrozone is
among physicians for
pereuC ebould give a child a book with-1 freshness of a daily sheet. We are away, when the propriotor said sharp- and then make them pay your own NOTICE Ot F1H8T MEETING Oh l RKI)I LORS the pr„mpt , nann<. r jn which it brings Strength
.
|
In
the
District
Court
of
the
United
States
fo
r'
a
ad
vigor.
It
increases
the appette, kieps
out knowing something of its contents. | running at present some new stories of ly :
price ror them— and this
is really ju st; the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
digestion in perfect order, and assists assimila“ You stop where you are ! Do you oa
n f a hold nn
Am«n ™; 11 ■ I» the matter of
)
ton so that every particle of food eaten is
I t Is a well-known fact that boys have j unusual interest. The price, with
as much of a hold-up
A man W1*» Sidney R. Finnemore, [ In Bankruptcy.
8!>re
sure to
to nourish
nourish and
and itinvigorate the body.
see
that
?”
He
drew
something
from
Bankrupt.)
You won't sleep jsxiiiy, feel tired and nerImbibed falee idea* of life and been led Magazine, is $2.00 a year,
resist and make a greet, fuss if you try,
To the creditors of Sidney R. Fit netnore, of vous if you use Ferrozone, because it strikes
iftto evil doing from the peruial of sen- j The Evening Journal always main- his hip pocket, half-concealed by his to take away from him the apples he Limestone, in the county of Aroostook
the root of any disease that may be work
ing in the system.
• 1 1 1butf if you _
_ delude
1 1 ,1 ,
aforesaid, a bankrupt.
tational, trashy “ boy” story books. | tains its position as an energetic new.- hand, exposing only the end of a blue 1has picked,
can
h m andNotice
-- district
- is
- -hereby
*
given that on the tfith day
Mr. Aubrey K. Templeman of Machias,
The same may be said with reference | gatherer. Every event in Maine is barrel. The statesman staggered back into letting you gain possession of his of Dec., A. I). 1(105, the* said Sidney R. Fin- writes: “ I have found 1he greatest sacisfacn
1
netnore was duly adjudicated baiJmipt :and tion in using Ferrozone and consider it is
to girls and the reeding of silly, over-1 fully reported at the earliest possible against the door. “ I thought so,’ the apple-tree, he will usually pay you that the first meeting of his creditors will be the best tonic made. J was all run down a
■
,
,
„
1
i_
.»
__
1
;
.
1
held
office of Edwin L. Vail in Houiton, few months ngn, and in a very miserable state
sentimental novels.
I moment. Besides the news of the proprietor continued. “ Now you un what )ou ask for the frui , and instead on at the
uiq <Jny of Jan., A. D. 11*05, at 0fhee.1t!:. 1 took a few boxes of Fern ■zone
In choosing our friends and associates JAssociated Press, we have ample special derstand. You don’t take another of cursing you, he will regard you as a lb o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the and was surprised at the result. Kerr zone
* J
n
J
said creditors may attend, prove their claims, drove away that dull heavy feeling, and put
n i» wiM to Mlflct tUoM who .re honeat, «o"e.ponde«>t., and by the use of the dinner out of here unless you pay for benefactor of mankind. And so the appoint a trustee, examine the bankmpt, and my system in splendid mb-r. l am never
, .
—. .
'I telegraph give all the happenings of the it. That’s a pistol and means business.”
n
1
.1 •
1
, ,, • transact such other business as may properly nervou or sleepless and have a hearty apreally clever thieves do not waste their come before said meeting.
truthfol, pure and brave. It is just as State in each evening’8 issue. The
H*tite. This is all due to Ferrozone, which
The statesman recovered himself in time on mere apples, but they go for
1 recommend is tie* st on est way possible.”
EDWIN L. VAIL.
important in selecting books to take in- price of the Daily is six dollars a year
if you fee! the need of a good stimulating
Referee in Bankruptcy.
a i instant, saying :
to ones hands and thoughts only those I by mail, or fifty cents a month.
the tree every time, and the public has
Dated at Houiton, Dec. is. ]‘H)5.
15” tonic just try Ferroz* ne. JTice 50c. fair box
or six boxes for 62.50. Sold by all druggists
“ Nothing but a pistol ? I was hardly got on to their game yet. And
that are uplifting, instructive and inThe Saturday Journal at points
or by mail from The Ferroz-.'no Compain,
..
.j*
n
*i
* • reached by the afternoon and evening afraid it was a stomach pump !” — the name of tlie apple-tree is monopoly
PARKER'S
Kingston, Ont. Be Mire and get Ferrozone
apiring, .voiding .11 that leave a »t»m L lin(1) J come, mote popular
*
HAIR BALSA Til
to*lay—it assures health.
O l f a r w * an d l*a'<tiiicd the hair.
— Cosmopolitan
Saturday
Evening
Post.
Footnote* a lu x u ria n t (powth
on the mind or a “ bad taste in the I year> The terms are but $1.50 a year,

Sherm an Station.

WANTED
I

A C old or
a C ou gh

JO H N SO N ’S
Anodyne U N IIH E N T

•S a

P rice Cut in

H alf

Review of Reviews
Cosm opolitan
W om ans Home Com panion
The Aroostook Tim es
REGULAR PRICE $ 6 5 0

Sensational Price for a
Limited Time $ 3 . 2 5

J
J

EN G LISH C U R ?

Cold in the Head, Catarrh & Asthma

Ferrozone,

mouth.” There are so many good! Orders addressed Journal, Lewiston,
books to be had that can be peruied I Me., will receive prompt attention.

**yny-*>e c to ri* l S t o p s t h e T i c k l i n g ,

%uickJ/

iofl«anaxtlop hr the th r* t.

I ’y n y - F e c t o r a l S o o t h e s S o r e I . t m g a
Uid m&kea te n d e r th ro a t, well an d itro iig .

N e v e r f a l la to H ea to ro G r a y
H a i r to it a Y o u t h f u l C o lo r .

Cur*« «calp diaeaau A hair tailing.

H. J. HATHEWAY CO.
A G E N T S , H O U E T O N , M E.

Th«s A r o o s to o k

Christmas
Instructions
St. Nick h as issued
strict orders th is year
th a t all you n gsters sh all
go early to bed and not
p ester th eir parents by
gettin g up in th e gray
daw n to exam in e p res
ents.
Ha has also inform ed us th a t th is is to be
a great year for w hat he calls “sen sib le p res
ents’9-----ch ief am ong w hich he places slip
pars and shoes.

T im e s

F rid e y ,

D ecem ber

22, 1 9 0 5

TIIEL1 SUEEESTIOHS
E h i is l m s

Experience has demonstrated the fact that the Choicest Goods intended for Chrismas are always sold early. It is iu these days that our stocks receive the severest
▲wording to h is in stru ction s w e h ave pre tests, the test of scrupulous, critical, leisurely judgment— hut were confident that such
pared for you a stock of
an inspection will prove to our special advantage. If you look you will not need to
__ i
buy. If you buy you will not need to keep. Any article b ou gh t here that does not
prove satisfactory either in material or make, may be returned and your money re
I Which we warrant y o u ’ll n ot find equalled
anywhere in town. W hen w e sa y equalled funded.

Holiday Footwear

we mean just that too.
VOS K EN

FOR WOMEN

SLIPPERS
49c tc $2
SHOES
*1.50 to $5

N

FOR CHILDREN

SUPPERS
48c to $3 .00
SHOES
$1.50 to $3.50

SUPPERS
25c to $ 1.50
SHOES
$1 to $ 2.50

Our Christmas Offerings

Overgaiters, Rubbers, A rctics and M occasins.

JWerritt’s Shoe Store
10 Court St.,

FOX

H oulton, Maine.

Of Table Linens,

Napkins,

are w orth com ing a long d istance to get a glim pse at. We are also
sh ow in g the m ost beau tifu l line of

B R O S . Mexican Hand Drawn Work
M en’s Su its only $8.50

In D oilies. T ».b le

D re ss Su it C ase FREE.

S c a r i/\

E tc .,

Ever show n to the buyers of Houlton.
IH9

HANDKERCHIEFS
Shipped express prepaid, C. O. I)., for examination,
The suits are of good fabrics, in light or dark colors, cut
in the latest style and guaranteed to wear'well. The
ease of russet leatherette, made good and strong, in
men’s and women’s sizes. You pay no money until you
have examined and tried suits on at the American Ex
press office. This offer is the best made yet. Send in
your order today. Give breast, waist and iuside measure,
also height and weight. If money is sent with order we
will send a handsome pair cf Suspenders Free.

in all q u alities and prices from the one cent v a riety up to the dainty
lace trim m ed creations at 98 cents. H ave you seen the

Beautiful

and Pillow

W e are show ing th is w eek. If not you are m issin g quite a treat. You
w ould enjoy looking at them even if you had no th ou gh t of purchasing.

|NY.

FOX

BROS.

Aroostook’s Greatest Clothiers,
Boulton,

Presque Isle,

Caribou

%

Furs Cheaper Than Ever
W hen th e therm om eter drops in earnest you w ill w an t Furs in a hurry
W hy not h ave them ready to put on then instead of w aitin g for th e
crow d, esp ecially w hen such handsom e and w orth y Furs cost such
low prices.

OUR CHRISTMAS COUNTERS
A saw m ill m u st h ave good set
w orks and good feed w orks or
it w ill not m ake good lum ber
an^ m oney for th e operator.
Our saw m ills h ave both good
set w o rk s and feed w orks.
T hey w ill w ill saw lum ber ac
curately. They are adapted to
Maine logs. We have them in
sizes to s a w from 2,000 to
40,000 feet per day. W rite for
our catalogs and prices.

Stevens T a n k & T ow er Co
ESTABLISHED IN 1893.
A U B U R N ,
9 0 '0 '&

M A IN E ,

* r * r * r * r * r 0 r 0 n * r * r a n # r £ r a r t

are overloaded w ith goods suitab le for Christmas rem em brances and
the prices on th ese goods w ill send them to the w rapping counter m a
hurry.

L A D IE S ’ N E C K W E A R
N ew as the m orning and w ith such a variety of shapes and colors
th a t the chief difficulty is w h at to choose am ong so m uch th a t is
charm ing. We in vite the ladies to come in, talk the m atter over and
sec our line, then th ey m ay judge for th em selves and w e anticipate a
verd ict in our favor.

n n n n v
DniYlVl

TAYLOR

10

The

A ro o sto o k

T im e s

F rld e y .

D ecem ber

£52, 1 8 0 0 ,
mzTBmam

II,ODER’S SILVERWARE.

RINGS.

CHATELAINES.

The Boston Shoe Store

Christmas Gift Hints

WATCHES.

TAKES THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXTEND TO IT’S MANY
PATRONS BEST W ISHES FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS

Are on Every Side

AND A HAPPY PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
CLOCKS.

at our store.

You’ll find a suggestion of

our many good things, in the border of this
advertisement.

CUT GLASS.

Now, we wish to call your attention to our large stock of FOOT

our goods

bought and high grade.

WEAR, not only the largest stock east of Portland, but the low

are

new

If you select your

holiday gifts here rest assured you will get

est in price. Our stock of warm goods for men and little men
women and little women, such as Felt Boots, Romeos, Slippers,
etc., etc., is shown in great variety, and they make the best of

sr

All

the very newest and best that can come
i

from a jeweler’s stock— and certainly noth

CHAINS.

Christmas presents. When we consider it, our feet are our true
friends, and it will pay us to look aftsr their comfort.
Footwear is our exclusive business. A pair of well fitted Doro
thy Dodd shoes, with a pair of those four buckled overshoes,
would mrke a fine holiday gift for a lady.
Our stock of rubbers is of the best, and was bought at Jobbe r’s
prices ; we guarantee these to give good wear, and give a new
pair if they do not .
Our motto is “One price to everybody.” We ask you to call
and inspect and get prices if you do not buy. At tin* ol stand
around the corner you will find us, on Court St., opposite Hotel

ing is more sensible to give or more gladly
received

than

jeweler’s.”

BRACELETS.

freely.

“ something

from

the

Call early ; look carefully ; buy

Our moderate prices make the lat

ter easy.

DIAMONDS.

BLETHEN,

Exchange.

T h e Jeweler,

BROOCHES.

59 M A IN S T ., H O U L T O N .

A LLEN

SMITH.

HOULTON, MAINE.

<iold Mounted Rack Combs.

CUFF LINKS.

Look For The Sign.

Finest Window Display in Houlton.

MOORES’ PENS.

LOCKETS.

STICK PINS.

UARY
COMMENCING
1906
W e shall discontinue soliciting orders by our
order teams, we can by this method effect
a saving of about 40 per cent in cost
of doing business which saving we propose to give to our customers. By this method we put our business expenses on the low
est possible basis which means lower prices for our goods. We shall deliver orders in the forenoon left at the store or those sent
in by telephone. Orders received in the afternoon will be delivered the next morning.
T h e s e P r i c e s W i t l i W h .a t Y o u
H a v e B e e n I P a y in g .
Present

Form er Price
t cant Hatchet Corn
1 “ choice Maine Corn
a “ Hatchet Brand Peas

2 44

44 Tomatoes
A ll Coffee sold per lb.
<< it
ii
<< <<
44

5 cans Fancy Blend .Coffee
AllJTea|sold per lb
it
<i.
ii
<< i<
6 lbs Soda
Cream Tartar i-4s

“

“

$i

2 cans Hatchet Corn
1 can choice Maine Corn
2 “ Hatchet Brand Peas
2 “
“
“ Tom atoes
A ll 35c Coffee
A ll 25c Coffee
5 lbs Fancy Blend Coffee
A ll 50c Tea
A ll 40c T ea
10 lbs Soda
Cream Tartar 1 - 4 S
“

is

Cal. Pea Beans per qt.
New Y o rk Pea Beans per qt.
“
•* Yellow Eye “ "

“

IS

Cal. Pea Beans per qt
New York Pea Beans per qt
“
“ Yellow E y e per qt

These

Former Price.

Price.
..

.10

•*5
’ 5

\classes per gal.
•<
‘4 <<
M
4i
4
t

14

14

44

•33 Good Cooking Molasses
•23 Golden Drip S yrup per gal
.90 1 p k g G inger
•45 1 ‘ ‘ Pepper
•35 1 “ Cassia
•25 1 “ Cloves
.08 1 “ Allspice
•3° 1 lb N utm egs

Present Price.
■50 1 Molasses per gal
<l
i« M
4t
<
( 4(
. iO
44
It 4 4
•4 5

•

55

•50 Good Cooking Molasses
•45 Golden Drip S yrup per gal
■05 1 pkg Ginger
Pepper
• ° 5 r '*
•°5 i “ Cassia
•O 5 1 “ Claves
.05 r “ Allspice
•5° 1 lb N utm egs

Former Price.
.48 R um p S teak per lb
“
“ “
•43 Loin
Best
Round
Steak
per lb
38
•33 Undercut Round Steak
27
per lb
•42 Shoulder Steak
•0 5 Loin Beef Roast
05 First Cut Roast
05 C huck Roast
•05

.05

•35

. 10
.08
.10

Prices

44

44

1<

44

(i

11

Present Price.

•25 Rum p Steak per II)
.20 Loin
“
“ “
. 15 Best Round Steak per lb
Undercut Steak per io
“
“ “
.12 1-2 Shoulder
.12 1-2 Loin Beef Roast “ “
.16 First Cut Roast “
•14 Chuck Roast per lb
. 10
.08
.07 Corned Beef " "
.07

7 to .08
Corned Beef per lb
Best Quality P. R. Oysters
per q t
•50

G o Into Effect January

I,

5 to c

Best Quality P. R. Oysters
per qt

.40

1906.

We carry the la rg est and b est selected stock of goods of an y retail Grocer in H oulton and it w ill be our endeavor to even carry a
better stock th an w e ever h ave before. W e take th is opportunity to thank our m any custom ers for their generous patronage in the
past and w e desire a continuance of the sam e in the future. Try us if you w an t low prices and a square deal.

NO DISCOUNT CHECKS WILL BE GIVEN AFTER JANUARY 1, 1906.

Strictly Cash Grocery and Meat Market.

3

HOULTON, MAINE

Tlr<£ A r o o s t o o k

"rim ed F rid a y , D e c e m b e r ‘22, 10015.

11

til they wore tiivd of Shouting.
room abutting mi the cliff In the dim
chilliness in the rooms of the old cas might be forgiven.
•’Now,” yelled Steinmetz to him in tle. The outline of the great stoDes,
"Wo till have our faults." lie said. light of a misty morning.
English, “we must go! We can make dimly discernible through the wall pa “Who are we to judge each other? If
Tlu* lamp- were alight on the table,
a stand at the head of the stub's, then per, was singularly suggestive of a for we understood ail we might pardon. and Paul warn waiting when Maggie
the doorway, then”- lie shrugged Ids tress thinly disguised.
The two strongest human motives are came down cloak**d for lr.*r journey.
shoulders. “Then—the end,” In* added
“I suppose," raid Paul, “that E tta ambition und fear. She was ruled by Steinmetz had breakfasted.
ns they moved up the stairs stop by lost her nerve.”
They said good morning and m an
boil:. 1 myself have seen her under
step backward. “My very good friend,”
“Yes," an sw em l Maggie doubtfully. the influence of sudden panic l have aged to bilk of ordinary things until
he went on. “at tlie door we m ust be “I think it was hat.”
noted the working of her great am bi Maggie was supplied w ith coffee and
gin to shoot them down. It is our
Paul went on. He earned a lamp In tion. She was probably deceived at toast and a somewl it heavy, manly
By
only chance. It is, moreover, our duty one steady hand.
every turn by that man, who was a limping •.!’ a break ast dish. Then
tow ard the ladies.”
“We shall probably find her in one of scoundrel. She must have repented of cam*1 a silence.
“There is one alternative,” answered these rooms,” he said. "It is so easy her action when she heard the ijntter
Paul r.fi-.e It at 1* mill with an efPaul.
to lose oneself among the passages and of the rioters all round tin* castle. I fori. stMuhmq a - it were, or the edge
“The Moscow doctor?”
FEK
G* B R O T H E R S
C o p y r i g h t . 1 8 9 3 , by
staircases.”
am sure she did that. 1 mn sun* she of the 1orliiddcn top: -.
“ Yes.”
"Steinmetz wall take you aJl the
They passed on through the great came down hero to shut the door and
“They may turn,” said Paul. “They
way,” he said, “and then come bqck to
found
Glaiuh
de
(
’hauxville
here.
They
smoking room, with its hunting tro
are Just In th at humor.”
phies. The lynx, with its face of were probably talking together when tne. You can safely tru st j ourself to
his care.”
The
newcomers
were
the
most
d
an
for
:
lino
days.”
Claude de Chauxville, grinned a t them the poor mad fools who killed them
CHAPTER XXXVIII.
' Y. ■s," am \\*red the gikl, looking at
ID turned t ’.van! Steinmetz as if gerous. They were forcing their way darkly from Its pedestal.
came round to this side of tin* castle
HE large draw ing room w as bril .....'.'ni; ennfiemati in. The din was In to the front. There w as no doubt th at
tlu*
foml set 1x'Pii'0 her wfth a helpless
and
found
them.
They
recognized
her
H alfw ay down the stairs lending to
liantly lighted. Another weary incasing. When the German spoke he
stare.
'It is ml that. Can I safely
the side door they met Steinmetz com as the princess. Tney probably m is
day had dragged to Its close. I t had to shout.
trust i: tta's memory to your jadging hastily up. His face was w hite and took bun for the prince. It: is what
waa the Tuesday evening, the
“ Y.V can beat them hack if we like.
men call a series of coincidences. I meat V You are very stern. Paul. I
draw n with horror.
laat Tuesday In March.
think you nriuht easily■ m isjudge her.
We can shoot them down from the
"You must net go down here,” he wonder what God calls It?”
The atarosta had not been near the
Men do not :a lways understand a wowindows. M ut"-he paused, shrugged
He
broke
off,
and,
stooping
dtw
n,
he
suid in a husky voice, barring the pas
cattle all day. Stelnmetz and Paul had his shouide -s and la u g h e d -“what will
mu
a';i t('inpi a t i*-ns.”
drew the lapel of the Frenchm an’s
sage with his arm.
never lost sight of the -ladles since yon! This prince will not shoot his fa 
Paul ban not sat down. He walked
Cloak
gently
over
the
marred
face.
“Why not?”
breakfast time. They had not ventured th er’s serfs.”
“And let us remember,” he said, “that away to the window and stood there
•Ut of doom. There w aa in the atmos“Go up again,” said Steinmetz
“We must leave you.” went on Paul.
he
tried to save her. Some lives tire so. looking out into the gloomy mists.
pbtro a acnae of fo reb oding-the still- “We m ust “bew are of treachery. W hat
Breathlessly. "You m ust not go down
“It is net because she was my cous
At
the very end a little reparation is
here.”
MM Of a crisis. E tta had been defiant ever happens, we shall not leave the
in.”
said Margie from the table. “It
■ad silent—a dangerous h u m o r-all house. If the worst comes, we mak<j
Paul laid his hand on the broad arm made. In life he was tier evii genius. Is because she was a woman leaving
When
he
died
they
trampled
him
un
day. Maggie had w atched Paul’s face our last stand in this room. W hatever
stretched across the stairw ay. For a
her memory to be judged by two men
with steadfast, quiet eyes full of cour happens, stay here till we come."
moment it alm ost appeared to be a derfoot in order to reach her. Made who are both hard.”
moiselle,
will
you
com
e"’
age, but she knew now th a t there w as
physical struggle; then Steinmetz
Paul neither looked around nor an
He left the room, followed by SteinHe took Maggie by the arm and led
danger.
stepped aside.
swered.
met/.. There were only throe doors in
The conversation a t breakfast and the impregnable stone walls—the great,
"I beg of you,” he said, “not to go her gently away. She was shaking all
“When a woman has to form her
over, but his hand was steady and
luncheon had been m aintained by entrance, a side door for us*- in iimon
down.”
own life ami renders it a prominent
wholly
kind.
Stelnmetz—alw ays collected and a little of deep snow and the small concealed
A n d P a u l w e n t o n , f o ll o w e d b y S t e i n 
lit' leil ht-r up the narrow stall's to one she usually snakes a huge m istake
humorous. * It w as now dinner time. entrance bv which ti e star' da was in
metz and behind them Maggie. At the* | her own room. In the little boudoir O f i t , " s a i d t l u - i p r i .
VhB whole castle was brilliantly light- tl)p h;ll(it (;f ,v:u.llini; !lts ,;i:, gers
foot of tin* stairs a broader passage
She waited a moment, and then she
1the tire was burning brightly; the
, td, as if for a great assembly of
pot- a moment the two men stood at
led to the side door, and front this oth lamps w» re lighted, ju st as the maid pleaded once more hastily, for she
guests.
the head of the stairs listening to the
heard a step approaching.
er passages opened into the servants’ : had left them at the first alarm.
Maggie w as In the drawing room wil(| commotion. They were turning
quarters ami communicated through
“If you only understood everything
M
a
g
g
i
e
sat
down,
and
quite
sudden
alone. She was leaning one hand and t() descend the state stairs when a
the kitchens with the modern building. ly she burst into tears.
you might think differently. I t is be
arm on the mantelpiece*, looking piercing shriek, immediately drowned
cause you cannot understand.”
It was evident th a t the door leading
St* inrnetz did not leave her. lie
thoughtfully into the fire. The rustle l)V ^ ven of trium ph, broke the silence
Then Paul turned around slowly.
to the grassy slope a t the back of the stood beside her. gently stroking her
Of sUk made her turn her head. I t w as 0f th‘e interior of the castle. There
“No,” ho said. "I cannot understand
castle was open, for a cold wind blew shoulder with his stout tiugers. lie
■***«. beautifully dressed, w ith a w hite ; wds a momentary stillness, followed Two men holding a hundred in check ! up the stairs and made the lamps
It, and 1 do not think th a t I ever
said
nothing,
hut
the
gray
mustache
fiCO and eyea dull w ith suspense.
* kv another shriek.
shall.”
ao soon ns they could penetrate the flicker.
*T think It is w arm er tonight.” said i ‘“They are in!” said Steinmetz. “The densely
At the end of the passage Paul only half conceal ed his lips, which
And Steinmetz came into the room.
packed mol) they would charge
were twisted with a little smile full of
Maggie, urged by a sudden necessity of Bjde door!”
In a few minutes the sleigh bearing
up the stairs even in face of a heavy stopped.
tenderness and sympathy.
speech, hampered by a sudden chill at
Ami the two men looked a t each othSteinmetz
was
a
little
behind
him,
Steinmetz
and Maggie disappeared Into
fire. The reek of vodka was borne up
Maggie was the first to speak.
tbe heart.
er w ith wide eyes full of knowledge.
the gloom .. closely followed by a cou
in the heated atmosphere, mingled holding Maggie back.
"I am till right now,” she said.
“Yea,” answ ered E tta, and she shiv- | Ag they ran to the foot of the broad
The two lamps lighted up the passage
ple of Cossacks acting as guard and
with the nauseating odor of filthy
“I ’lease d > not wait any longer and do carrying dispatches.
•red.
; staircase the tram p of sculliing feet, clothing.
and showed the white form of the
not
think
me
a
very
weak
minded
per
For a moment there w as a little si- the roar of angry voices, came through
So E tta Sydney Baznborough—the
“Go,” said Steinmetz, “and put on Princess E tta lying huddled up against son. Poor Etta.!"
lance, and E tta looked a t the clock. I t the passages from the back of curtain- your doctors clothes. I can keep them the walk The face '
Prim ess
>ss How ard A lexis—came back
hidden, but
Steinmetz
moved
away
toward
the
was ten m inutes to 7.
, ed doorways. The servants’ quarters back for a few m inutes.”
after ■>!! ♦*> her husband, lying in a
there was no mistaking die beautiful
door.
The door opened, and Steinmetz came seemed to be pandemonium. The
nt lueless grave in the churchyard by
There was no time to be lost. Paul dress and hair. It could only be Etta.
“Yes,” he said, “poor E tta! It is of the Volga at 1'ver. W ithin the w hite
la. Etta’s face hardened: her lips rounds approached.
Paul
stooped
down
and
looked
at
her,
slipped away, leaving Steinmetz alone
Closed with a snap. Steinmetz looked
“ H alfw ay up!” said Paul, and they a t the sum m it of the state stairw ay, but he did not touch her. lie went a ten those who get on in the world who w alls- beneath the shadow of the great
at her and at Maggie. For once he ran halfw ay up the broad staircase standing grimly, revolver in hand.
spangle 1 cupola they aw ait the ver
few paces forward and closed the door. need the world’s pity'm ost.”
At the door he stopped.
assmed to have no pleasantry ready ride by side. There they stood and
dict, almost sale by side.
In the draw ing room Paul found Beyond E tta a black form lay across
“Tomorrow,” he suid. “I will take
fo r nse. He w alked tow ard a table waited.
the passage, all trodden underfoot and
Maggie alone.
you home to England. Is that agreea
Where some books and newspapers lay
In a moment the baize doors were
(to i ■K c o n t i n u e d )
disheveled.
Paul
held
the
lamp
down,
“Where is E tta ? ” he asked.
ble to you. mademoiselle?”
la pleasant profusion. H e was stand- burst open, and a scuffling mass of
and
through
the
mud
and
blood
Claude
“She left the room some time ago.”
She smiled at him sadly through her
lag there wb*u Paul came into the men and women poured into the hall, a
de Chauxville’s clear cut features were
“But I told her to stay,” said Paul.
tears.
Horn. The prince glanced a t Maggie. very sower of hum anity.
To this Maggie made no answer. She Outlined.
“Yes, I should like th a t,” she said
Ha aaw where his wife stood, b ut he A yell of execration signalized their Jtvas looking at him w ith an anxious
Death
Is alw ays
unmistakable,
dM not look at her.
recognition ef the prince.
though it be shown by nothing more “This country is horrible. You are very
serdtiny.
kind to me.”
flfeatamets was writing something on “They are mad!” said Steinmetz us
"Did they shoot at you?” she asked. than a heap of muddy clothes.
Steinmetz w cut dow nstairs and found
half a sheet ef note paper in pencil. the crowd surged forw ard toward the
Claude de Chauxville was lying
“Yes, but not straight,” he answered,
Ha pushed it across the table tow ard stairs w ith waving arm s and the dull w ith a little laugh as he hurried on.
across the passage. He had been trod Paul a t the door talking to a young ofgleam of steel, veiUi wild faces turned
Haul; who dsew it nearer to him
In a few moments he w as back In den underfoot by the stream of mad cer, who slowly dismounted . and
MjL*a you aimed?” were the w ritten I upward, wild mouths bellovriug hatred the drawling room, a different man, in dened peasants who had entered by lounged into the hall, conscious of his
WStda.
I and murder.
the nragh, stained clothes of the Mos- this door which had been opened for brilliant uniform, of his own physical
To put their feet into one
P au l cruahed th e paper In the liol-1 “i t is a chance—It may stop them!” oow doctor. The Min on the stairs w as them, whom Steinmetz had checked at capacity to show off any uniform to
law of his band and threw it into th e: gald Steinmetz.
thousand pairs of our Winter
louder. Steinmetz w as almost in the the foot of the stairs by shooting their full advantage.
He w ss a lieutenant In a Cossack
tra, where It burned away. He also
ills urns was outstretched steadily, doorway. He was shooting economical ringleader.
Shoes
glanced at the clock. I t w as five min- j a loud report, a Kttle puff of smoke ly. picking his rnen.
De Cbauxville’s scalp was torn away regiment, and as he bowed to Sieinshooting upward to the gilded celHng,
atw to 7.
With an effort Paul dragged one or by a blow, probably given with u nietz, whom Paul iniroduecd, he swung
Suddenly the door waa throw n open, and for one brief moment the crowd two heavy pieces of furniture across spade or some blunt instrum ent. His off his high astrakhan eap with a flour
and a m anservant rushed in. pale, con stood still, w atching one of their ring the room In the form of a rough bar hand, all muddy and bloodstained, still ish, showing a fair boyish face.
“Yes,” he contlnuiM to Paul in Eng
fused, terror stricken. H e was a giant leaders, who was turning and tw isting ricade. He pointed to the hearth rug held a revolver. The other haud was
footman In the gorgeous livery of the on his side half a dozen steps from the where Maggie w as to stand.
stretched out towuAl Etta, who lay lish. “The general sent me over with
bottom.
Alexia.
“Ready!” he shouted to Steinmetz. across his feet, crouching against the a sotnla of men, and pretty hungry
“Excellency,” he stam m ered 'in Rus- Then Paul raised his voice.
wall. Death had found and left her in you will find them. \Yo have covered
“Come!”
aUn, “the castle la surrounded—they
“Listen to me!” he said.
an
attitude of fear, shielding her bow- the whole distance since daybreak. A either will do. Neither are we
The German ran in, and Paul closed
will kill us—they will burn us out”—
But he got no further, for some one the barricade.
til bead from a blow with her up report reached the old gentleman licit particular about the size, for
He stopped, abashed before P au l’s shot at him from the background, over
The rabble poured In a t the open raised hands. H er loosened hair fell the whole countryside was about to
we have all sizes—we have the
pointing finger and stony face.
the frantic head's of the others, and door, screaming and shouting. Blood in a long wave of gold down to the rise against you.”
“Leave the room!” said Paul. “You missed him. The bullet lodged in the stained, ragged, wild with the mad bloodstained hand outstretched tow ard
“Who spread the re p o rt? ’ asked
shoes to please the boys, and
forget yourself.”
wall a t the head of the stairs in the ness of murder, they crowded to the bet. She was kneeling in De Chaux- Steinmetz.
Through the open doorway to which jam b of the gorgeous doorway. It is barricade. There they stopped, gazing vil.e’s blood, which stained the stone
“I believe it originated down at the to please Pa who settles the
?au l pointed peered the ashen faces of there today.
floor of the passage.
wharfs. It has been traced to an old bills. Good strong shoes that
Stupidly at Paul.
other servants huddled together like There was a yell of hatred and an
Paul leaned forw ard and laid his man and bis daughter, a sort of ped“The Moscow doctor! The Moscow
sheep.
ugly charge tow ard the stairs but the doctor!” passed from lip to lip. It was fingers on the bare arm ju st below a dier, i think, who took a passage down j will stand the racket and look
“Leave the room!” repeated Paul, sight of the two revolvers hold them th e women who shouted It the loudest. bracelet which gleamed In the lamp- the river, but where they hoard the ru
well. Call and see them.
and the man obeyed him, walking to there motionless for a few moments. Like the wind through a forest, it llglr:. She was quite dead, lie held mor I don’t know.”
the door unsteadily, w ith quivering Those In front pushed back, while the swept out of the room and down the a lamp close to her. There was no
Paul and Steinmetz carefully avoided
Chin. On the threshold he paused. sliouters in the safe background urged stairs. Those crowding up pushed on mark or scratch upon her arm or shoul looking a t each other. They knew th at
Paul stood pointing to the door. He them forw ard by word and gesture.
and uttered the words as they came. der. The blow which had torn her Catrlna and Stepan Lnnovitch had sent
had a poise of the head, some sudden
hair down hoc’ killed her w ithout any back assistance.
Two men holding a hundred *» check! The room was packed with them.
awakening of the blood th at had P u t one of the two was a prince, which
disfigurement. The silken skirt of her
“Of course,” said Paul, “I am very“Yes!” shouted Steinmetz at the top
courted In the veins of hereditary po makes all the difference and will con
dress, which lay across the passage, glad to see you, but I am equally glad
of
his
greut
voice.
“And
the
prince!”
tentates. Maggie looked a t him. She tinue to make th at difference, despite
was tram pled and stained by the tread to inform y ou th at you are not wanted
Ho knew the note to strike and struck
had never known him like this. She half penny journalism , until the end
of a hun J red feet.
Steinmetz will tell you all about it,
with a sure haud. The barricade was
had known the man; she had never en of the world.
Then Paul went to Claude de Chaux and when you are ready for dinner it
torn
aside,
and
the
people
swept
for
countered the prince.
ville. He stopped down and slipped will be ready for you. I will give in
“W hat do you w ant?” cried Paul.
ward, falling on their knees, groveling
The big clock over the castle boomed
“Oh, I will w ait!” he shouted in the a t Paul's feet, kissing the hem of hit. his skilled fingers Inside the torn and structions that the men be eared for.”
OQt the hour, and at the same Instant next pause. “There is plenty of tim e—
mud stained clothing. Here also w as
“Thanks. The funny thing is th a t I
garment, seizing his strong hands In death.
O P P O S IT E S N E L L H O U S E
there arose a roar like the voice of the when you are tired of shouting!”
am
instructed, with your approval, to
theirs.
Paul
stood
upright
and
looked
at
surf on a Malabar shore. There w as a
Several of them proceeded to tell him
It was a mighty harvest. T hat which them as they lay, silent, motionless, put the place tinder m artial law and
crashing of glass almost In the room w hat they wanted — an old story, too
HOULTON, MAINE.
charge.”
ttself. Already Steinmetz w as draw ing stale for repetition here. Paul recog Is sown in the people’s hearts bears n with their tale untold. Maggie and Mike
“That will not be necessary*, thanks,”
Steinmetz stood w atching him. lie
the curtains closer over the windows nized In the din of many voices the thousandfold a t last.
answered Paul, going out of the open
“Get them out of the place! Open went to the door, which was of solid
In ordor to prevent the light from filter
door to speak to the wild looking Cos
tinkling
argum
ents
of
the
professional
the
big
doors!”
said
Paul
to
Steinmetz.
oak
four
inches
thick,
and
examined
ing through the Interstices of the closed
sacks sent for his protection.
400 acres for £<>.000. 200 acres on each side
agitator all the world over.
lie stood cold and grave among them. the fastenings. There had been no
shatters.
While tin* young officer was cluing of Mate Road. 150 acres clewed. 125 acres
“Look out!” said Paul. “1 believe
Some of them were already sneaking damage done to bolt or lock or hinge.
“Only stones,” he said to Paul, with
good
machine mowing. Good buildings. Well
toward the dour -the ringleaders, the The door had been opened from the ing his uniform for the evening finery at house door and in bsun. Good i.priug in
his grim smile; “it might have been they are going to make a rush!”
All the while the foremost men were talkers from the towns, mindful of Inside. lie looked slowly around, m eas which his servant’s forethought had pasture. Plenty of wood. Crops m 1004,
bullets.”
provided, l ’a.?! and Steinmetz hurriedly 2*200 bbIt. potatoes, i (too oushafs grain, 45
As If in corroboration of his sugges edging tow ard the stairs, while the their own necks in this change of feel uring the distances.
tons of hay. In logo, gj arres potatoes, 25
densely
packed
throng
at
the
back
“W hat is the meaning of it?” ho said arranged w hat story of the evening acres grain, 25 tons of hay. Good pair mares,
tion the sharp ring of more than one
ing.
should
be
given
to
the
world.
K
now

were
struggling
nmong'thornselves.
In
machine, reaper, digger, plows, har
firearm rang out above the dull roar
Steinmetz hustled them out, bidding at length to Steinmetz In a dull voice. ing the county us they did, they .ere mowing
rows, wseder, roller, tedder, nay rake, ! set
the passages behind some were yelling
of many voices.
them take their dead with them. Some Maggie winced at the sound of It.
sleds,
1
long
sled, 2 wagons, small tools, 1 set
Steinmetz did not answ er at once, enabled to tell a true talc, w h i c h was harness, hay fork. (J. ( j . REED,
Steinmetz crossed the room to where and screaming with a wild intonation of the servants reappeared, peeping,
yet
devoid
of
that
small
personal
in

30 3 mos.
Ashland, Me.
Etta was standing, white lipped, by which Steinmetz recognized. He had white faced, behind curtains. When but hesitated, ufter the m anner of a
terest th at gossips love. And aii (lie
the fire. H er clinched hand was grip been through the commune.
the last villager had crossed the thresh man weighing words which will never world ever knew was that the Trine* ss
ping Maggie’s wrist. She was half hid “Those fellows at the back have old these ran forward to close and bar be forgotten by their hearers.
den behind her cousin. Maggie was been killing some one,” he said. “I the great doors.
"It seems to me,” he said, with a Howard Alexis was killed by the re
Second growth yellow birch suitable
slow,
wise ehurity, the best of Its kind, volted peasants while a t t e m p t i n g to
looking at Paul. E tta w as obviously can tell by their voices. They are
‘No," snid 1’uul from the head of the
conscious of Stelnm etz’s gaze and ap drunk with the sight of blood.”
“quite
clear th at De Ohr ’-vibe died in escape by a side door, and that the for wheel hubs. Correspondence solicit
stairs;
“leave
them
open.”
Baron Claude de Chauxville. wh o w a s
Some new orator gained the cars of
proach.
Steinmetz In the draw ing room look trying to save her. Ti. . est m ust be staying in the neighborhood, me; his ed.
“I asked you before to tell me all you the rabble at tills moment, and the ill ed at Paul with his resigned, semiliu- only guesswork.”
1). H. DANFORTH,
knew,” he said. “You refused. Will kempt heads swayed from side to side. morous shrug of the shoulders.
“I suppose,” he went on ufter a death in attem pting to s a v e her from
the fury of t he mob.
“It is useless.” he cried, "telling him
you do It now?”
little
pause,
“th
a
t
Claude
de
(
inutxPurchasing
Agent,
Foxcroft, Me.
“Touch and go, mein liebor!” he said.
On t he re "u nme nda t i o n of
Karl
Etta met his glance for u moment, w hat yon want! lie will not give it
ville lias been at. the bottom of all our
■468
"Yes;
an
end
of
Russia
for
us,’’
an
■hrugged ter shoulders and turned her you! (Jo and take it! (do and take it,
trouble. All his life he has been one S t e i nm e t z , Caul pl aced the ea--tie and
back on him. Paul w as standing in little fathers! T h a t is t he onl y wav!” swered the prince.
of
the stormy petrels of diplomacy. Village under marti al law, a n d t here
He moved Vownrd the door leading
the open doorway w ith his back tu rn  Steinmetz raised his hand and pe e r 
Wherever
he has gone trouble has fol a mi tii*'n c a v e t he eonunaiiil to the
ed tow ard them —alone. The palace ed down into the crowd, l ooki ng for through to the old castle.
lowed
later.
By some means lie ob y o u n g ( 'ossaek mllcer, p e n d i ng f urt her j I VAN TEH. Lady or gentleman of fair
“I am going to look for E tta,” he
had never looked so vast as it did at the man of e l o que nc e. and the voice
tained sufficient mastery o 'e r the Inst ruct i ons from Ids geiuuui, nun- ediicut.on to travel tor him ot £250.*)00 capital.
said.
that moment—brilliantly lighted, gor was hushed.
Salary £l,u72 per year, payable weekly. Exprincess to compel her to obey his or m a n d i n g at T i er .
“And I,” said Steinmetz, going to the ders The means he employed were
Addrejs GEO.
G.
At this moment, however, the yelling
The otlieer dined w i t h Sh m, me ; / , and, lenses advancm.
geous, empty.
CLOW S, Boulton, Me.
d o o r wa y other entrance, "am going to see who threats.
Through th e hail of blows on the Increased, a nit t h rough
He had it In his power to under the m r e f u l t r e a t me n t of t i n t
25u
•tout doors, the rattle of stones a t the leading to t he • '■'V: m s « a i s came opened the side door.”
make mischief, and in such affairs a diplomatist, inaugurated a reign of mikwindows, the prince could hear yells of a stream of men. :>i d st nod . ramrod,
varied pl oasi ngAre You Using Allen’s Foot-Ease?
woman is so helpless that we may well tary ant.ici
execration and the wild laughter th at torn. They w ,-* w im v • :is awl un
CHAPTER XX X IX .
iphim and hoy Ah
forgive that which - he m a " do in a ly he' \ .
Shake into u n r shoes Alien's Loot-Huse, a
la bred of destruction. He turned and! plemeiits ab .ee *ho
II.I. you come with me?" m uncut of j )■; c ;<•. 1 im 'em • ’1•.;' ••* IU\g!e, f.
powder. It o n . *'urns, Bunions, i’amful,
“Down with tho aihst io •at-' b?i!i
Refill'*' t!
catered the room. His face was gray
e ' t he .Lt mil ion smarting. Hot, Mw!l*<n feet. At all ikaiggsits
sa i 1 Paul to Maggie. “ I i frightened ihe p.mr iiML> i.lio <<!-*•<i;them! Kill them .’ tuev w<*. Ciriok
aad terrible.
The
nf his hundre d and shoe stores, gy.
will send the servant's to ■once to his command ihnt she sliouM had slept
"They have no chance,” he said, “of lng.
dmner,
the n e x t
mil*’
ride
at
o|>e:i this (]■Mir."
put this room to rights."
A little volley of lireanns further «*\
effecting an entrance by force. The
ml Ma g g i e w e r e
IL* s pread out his .hands in d e pr e c a  m o r n i ng St 11met 7.
ie loll..wed him out of the room,
At a Uirgaiu mn'organ in good condition.
lower windows are barred. They have oiled them. Hut vodka Is not a good
-et .e;' they went thnnmh the tion. In Lis quaint Ge r ma n e ' wa y he ready to start on their journey to Eng
Inquire at
I LMES OFFICE.
no ladders. Steinmetz and I have scon thing to shoot upon, and Paul stood
s, calling Etta and looking for held one hand out o v e r the two mo land.
untouched,
wutttng,
as
he
had
said,
unto that We have been expecting this
in advance.
.s an air of gloom and tionless forms ;u mute prayer th at thcv
d hen
The breukfust was served in the Aroostook Times 1 year
-*»
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Boys Wanted

GOOD

OR

&

K,

BOYS

BAD

BOYS

The White Front
Shoe Store,

CEO. B. NILES,

Farm for Sale.

Wanted to Buy.

Notice,

For Sale.
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Notloe o f Foreclosure.
Whereas, W. F. Records and Clara A.
Bttonls, both o< Caribou, Ai jostook County,
of Maine, by their inoiVaKe deed dated
«
Rh day of September, A. D. l.stw, and
of Deeds,
In theIAroostook
160, page 393, conveyed to (Diaries Davis
«■ JBangor, Fenobsoot County. State of Maine,
aeartauitfaet or parcel of land situate in the
YdtokCeand town of Caribou, and bounded us
follows:—That is to say, commencing at a
•taka and stones on tlie County Road leading
westariy from the village of Gariiiou, (now
called Sweden Street) to the Fish Fiver, no•aDsd, twenty-one (ill rods from the road
fanning Van Burai through said village,
(now called Maine Street); thence nortli
nUitssn and one-third (13 1-3) rods to a stake
and stones; thence west sixteen (id) rods to a
atakaand stones; thenoe south to the first
•MoUoned road; thence east to the i*omt l>eunat. Bring a part of lot mimlieied eight
iw alnhig one aod one-third acres, more

j

Pepsoids cure the worst forms of Dvfipepsia ami ail other Acute or Chronic
Stomach Disorders by repairing the wornout lining of the stomach and destroys
all disease germs. Dyspepsia once cured
in this way never returns. Pepsoids is
not a patent medicine, but the successful
prescription of Dr. Oidman who has
cured thousands of cases of Chronic
Stomach Troubles, among them Cancer
of the Stomach. It cost more money to
produce Pepsoids than any similar preparation on the m arket, owing to the large
T h e b e st n.'iii ’'ly I cm* p re s c r ib e fo r y o u r inilip c s ti.*ii, m uffnin, !• G r e e n 's A u g u st F lo w e r.
I k n o w o f s e v e ra l o t h e r p h y s ic ia n s w h o p r e 
s c rib e it i e g u la r ly ."

nlng the same pretnises oonveyIta said Clara A. Records by Samuel W.
is by
hU deed dated, the seventh of May,
VMJuuu
oynisueeu
recorded In Aroostook Registry,
1*88, and record©
took 84, page 358, which mortgage was asj gnart to me, the undersigned, by Jo in 11.
i of Bangor. Penobscot County, State of
the executor of the estate of tin; said
__ 1 Davis, on the twenty-ninth day of
Hosanher, 10» ; which assignment is ntmnl•d h i Aroostook Registry of Denis, voi. .:iv.
|O0B474; and whereas the condition of sa d
mortgage has been broken, now, the.i-iWc.
to* n o oo of the i-reach of the con lit ion there
of; f Maim a foreclosure of said mortgage.

to i
HD

t ,
u4

Bangor, Maine, Dec. 13, bkvs.

CHARLES VV. MOUSE.
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A lm o n H . F o ggC o .

H IL L S ID E
POULTRY
Moulton,

Selling Agents at

YARDS
- Maine.

light Brahmas,
v Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Whit
ite Wyandottes,
Brown Legh<orns.
Buff Oroingtons,
C
Rhode Island Reds,
Minorcas,

&

H OULTON,

M A IN E .

New York
Decorating

Indirection is making an awful record
as a cause of sudden deaths. It is beat
ing heart failure in its ghastly harvest.
You read in the papers daily of appar
ently healthy and even robust men befog
suddenly attacked with acute indigestion
after enjoying a heartv nuv.l, and of their
•ivinp, mi many cases before a physician
couai i> called in.
Tills s luul 1 be a warning to you who
aider with : gular or periodical attacks
of indigestion. If these unfortunate vic
tims of act:. ' indigestion had taken a
small dose of -Tree.u’s August Flower hefore or after their meals they would not
have fallen a prey to such sudden seizures.
August Flower prevents indigestion by
creating good digestion. It also regulates
the liver, purifies the blood and tones up
the entire system in a natural way.
7
Two sizes, 25c and 75c. All druggists.

Sold and recommended by ROBT. J.

and
and

ai tut

Paper

In Caribou and vicinity wt> have sold in
the past six weeks ^thirteen farms and bai t
some twe; ty-five more to oiler at bargain
prices as the description below will show.
One farm of 210 acres 150 cleared, 40 acres
hai-d wood of birch and maple growth, good
house and bam with never failing well, is
located one mile from town on a level road
lias 108 acres, ail ploughed without a stump or
stoue pile, and 75 of it suitable for potatoes.
ll Ootmailor at Law The entire farm is smooth without a rough
lace in it. 'This will b« sold at a trade if
tad
andled at once, and on very easy terms, and
is without doubt the best money making pro
lO T A jiV PU BLIC .
perty in the county,
M glnoook B lock
/
Bn U w m , Mo. 8 W inter St.
Another farm of 120 acres, 70 cleared, fair
buildings, four miles from town on a good
MOULTON, MAINE.
this place can be bought for $3000 with
all the Courts in the State. read,
a payment of $500 down and the balance on
easy terms.
*
120 acre farm all cleared and good potato
land, within the limits of the village, tics a
potato house at the C. P. station on farm,
extra line house, with good rock cellar, barn
40 by 70, with neat stabls in basement, good
shed connecting house and barn, water in
barn, both house and barn lighted with
electric lights. Small hsuse for hired man.
will produce over $5000 of crop this season and
can be bought for $10000 including stock,
tools and team on easy terms.
We have many others of equally good value,
if you wish to buy a farm we can save you
MilKE money, will show you any farm on our list
£t6C«
Now is the time to buy as the price is ad
B oob to Post O w e s .
vancing, one farm recently sold by us for
$8400 can be sold now for $10,000, while an
other sold the 10th for $9500 is placed on the
market at $12,000.
Call at our offioe or write us for further
particulars.
m iT I C lL L O , M B.,
IK—

“ T

o
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Jfc.l FILM
and

W. J. PORTER,

You get protection and satisfac
tion in H. & I Collars, They
have Collar correctness, Collar
comfort and Linen value.
Stamped “ W arranted
Linen.** Sold a t 2
for 25c—same as you

t cleanses, soothes
heals and protects j
the diseased mem
brane. It cures Ca
tarrh and d r iv e s )
away a Cold in the |
_
Head quickly. Ite- I I A V
stores the Senses of
•
Taste and Smell. Full size GOcts., at DrugS^ists or by m ail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

SOLD

MY

s. F R I E D M A N

&

CO.

F O X | BROS

H O U L T O N M A IN !:.

Telegraphers

§000

N EED ED .

Annually, to till the new positions created by
Railroad and Telegraph Companies. We
want YOUNG MEN and LADlh.s of gixkJ
habits, to

LEARN

We furnish 75 percent, of tha Operator
and Station Agents in America. Our six
schools are the largest exclusive Telegraph
Schools in the world. Established 20 .ears
and endorsed by all le 'ding Railway officials.
We execute a $259 Bond to every stsident
to furnish him or her a position paying frem
$40 to $60 a month in States east of the Rocky
Mountains, or from $75 to $100 a month in
States west of the Rockies, immediately upon
graduation.
Students can enter at anytime. No vaca
tions. For full particulars regarding any of
our Schools write direct to our executive offiw
at Cincinnati, O. Catalogue free.

The Morse School
Telegraphy.
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Atlanta, Ga.
Texarkana, Tex.

Of

HOULTON ME

Furniture, Carpets,
Caskets and
Funeral Material.

Shingle Your
House

BLOOD W INK AT 50e. A BOTTLK is T)ett«

>all kinds Of illness, either local or chronic,
worth of doctors’ proscriptions, bc«
[slw sy ssth sn d . AU druggists.

V eterinary Surgeon

EA8TERN STEAMSHIP COBANGOR DIVISION.

r

j .

,

,

Horace B F. Jervis,
v. s.

l-m
t.i-wt"»uir. iI
'lliK.-vr.r
-t'liiv'lo.aFad*
ft 11tox■1r:Kvo:itgto(.’i-ro
o olCray!
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nave more

i.uprovcmenU than all other ranges

combined.

Single Damper (patented); worth the price
Saves fuel—saves worry.
Cup-Joint Oven Flues ; never leak. Insure bet
ter baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented); makes a
better fire— one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
Gas Shelf ; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
A supplementary gas range.
Our New Flam Designs— less nickel •mamentation— are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept
dean.

The Close Skimming, easy
running, easy to clean,
durable.

FALL

The finest guarantee.
loader among the

We are a

SOLE AGENTS

High Grade Machines

FOX BROS.

Avoid a cheap Separator as you
would a twenty five dollar horse.
Agents wanted in uncovered territory

T h e International Red
Cross Cream Separator Co.
l o r , A U .lillo S t . , P o r a t i n d , M * .
WRITE I S O R COME IN.

^ g f t% 'h vi

1

a/

N o cocoa equals Low ney’s
in s .’etigth. Some a: 0 blacker
— colored chem ical.v — but
in b u io r in r ta l stren^ri'..
D owney's C >-a is not
lo.uled with
-a ..] (-(>coashrMs, flour,
or o ther
aduiierants.
'tiring b u t
It consists c
i>a b e a ts
the
choicest
a css.
gro u n d to Hour
m ost cle 1i'The result is
cious, purest ;
finest ilavored cocoa po: sibie.
Such cocoa as Downey’s, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the Lowney
price.
T5o W alter M. Low ney Co.,

Central Stables

T h e Seavey Shop
is equipped with the most
modern m achinery, operated
by skilled workmen with
ample experience.
Private
and public library work,
school and college binding
and repairing. Pam phlet and
Kdition work done in a most
satisfactory matiaer, and at
moderate prices. Rich b in d 
ings in Pull Leather, half or
three-quarters L eather Vel
lum, etc., done in a m anner
to please lovers of Fine Bitiding.

The Seavey Co.,
B in d e r s a n d R u le r s .
PORTLAND. ME.
Represented in H ouiton and
vicinity by
L. M. FELCH.

Market Square,
HOULTON, MAINE
; H eadquarters for Boarding, Bait
ing, and Stabling. Livery and
Sale Stable i 1 connection.
Capacity over six ty good stalls
including- room}- box stalls, w ith
ample carriage rcom.

1

T he best
care taken day and n:ght.
Prices moderate.

’Phone 3-1 r.

CHAS. A. ATHERTON,
Proprietor.

60 Y E A R S *
E X P E R IE N C E

BOSTON.

David Page Perkins

>
<

r

The State of Maine Cream Separator

FALL SCHEDULE
(Graduate of Ontario Veterinary
FO UR-TRIPS-A-W EEK
College, Toronto.)
Steamers leave Bangor Mondays, .Wednes
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11 a. m. Diseases of Domostiuntfri Aniu uls treated
for (Hampden on signal) W interport, Buck.s- scientifically. 1(filial work a rpfcialty- falls
port, Searspoit, .Belfast, Camden, Rockland
night and day prompth attended to.
and Boston.
M e rch a n d ise B ro k e r and
RETURNING
AT II l;, d T' 1N lU.o'.'K,
Ol-'l KT
C o m m issio n o ie r c h a n t .
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Fridays at 5 p. in.
M \ ; nk.
IIOUI.TON
Alsu
I ,U Mi!KK of a1! kia!-', tx.;H lotnj an<i
Lroiu Rockland via way landings. Tne.viays
short. 1.uiiii'or dopariiiii n:
;it,ol by
Wednesdays, Fridays, and .Saturdaysat mxnit
5.30 a. m.
a 'Jfi
VV i n . i f . W A L K E A .
A l cargo, except live stork, via the steamer*
.*',i vo
HAiril hi A t- w>
■■1<"■ i
of tins company, is insurer 1 against lire and
Market iiuotatioiisyivon on rrijimst.
marine risk.
('orresponilentv s«ilk-itixl.
11. T. SANBORN, Agent, Bangor, MeWANTED POTATOES IN ( AU LOTS.
f
CALVIN AUSTIN, V'. 1*. & Geu’l Maua.
243 Commercial St., PORTLAND, ME.
ger, Boston, Mass.

▼

)

u

gra n ge s

Buffalo, N. Y.
LaCrosse, Wis.
San Francisco, Cal.

G. D. MELDRIM &C0.

A ttorn ey a t Law

N. Y .

l o

TELEGRAPHY

Meats, Groceries, Fruit
Confectionery,
Crockery, Etc.

Ernest E. Noble

104F 11I ton St.,

F

SOL© BY PROGRESSIVE DEALERS.

a n d R. R. A C C O U N T IN G .

MAINST,

t

”

of the range.

pay for Cotton Collars

-D E A L E R I N took County, Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated the JSth day of October, 1903, and re
corded in the Aroostook Registry of Dec.'s,
vol. 200, page 380, oonveyed to Arthur Jordan
OMm Hours 8 to 12 : I to 5.
of said Sherman, who assigned said mortgage
to me the undersigned, said assignment being
Totaphono 2 -2 .
recorded in said Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
OFFICE, French’s block, corner vol. loti, page 219, a certain parcel of Real
Estate situate in said Sherman, and described
M ain a n d Mechahic Sts.
as follows:—Allof lot numbered seventy (70)
in said Sherman, excepting about five aerts on
,j.i Ai Kars H i l l Office Wednesday the northeast comer of said lot and being all
of that part of lot 70, that lies on the north
• B i Thtnfsday of each week.
east side of the Roscoe L. Webber road, so................. ..................... - .......
- ------------------ ----------------------------------called ; also another parcel of land situate m
said Sherman, described as follow sC om 
mencing on the Goldenridge road, on the west
side, where the west line of lot numbered one
hundred twenty-eight (128) crosses it ; thence
running north on the west line of said lot to
where the Roscoe L. Webber road, so-called,
M i i f t Criltctiig a Specialty. crosses
i t ; thence southeasterly on said road
to the Goldenridge road, before mentioned;
1 9 0 Exchange St. . • Portland Me. line
thence southwesterly on said Goldenridge
road to the point b^un at, containing three Kinbalmers and Funeral Director.
acres, more or less; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, now,
Opera House Block,
therefore, by reason of the breach of the oondition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
mortgage.
17 Court St.
HOULTON, MAINE.
9th, 1905.
B a ta just received a large consign- Sherman, Maine, Dec.
ISAAC L. JORDAN,
By V. L udgatk , his attorney.
■Mut of fttingles which I do not care to
361

* 4N M a T R t C m u lo C a t Lav.
tte)f|<<>MlliiMiiii CHv»n to (Collacting.

Office

l k

CATABR1

N IN C O C K fiB L O C K

Star Drilling Machine Co.

a

it quietly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

F. J. Laffaty & Co.
BAY, OATS, POTOTAES Real
E state Agency.
BEEF. Etc. Caribou,
Me. n . W. D y e r,
Notice of Foreclosure.
H. BftOMMOND FOSS Whereas,
Fred E. Grout of Sherman, Aroos

We can start you in a paying business on
■MBoapiM. Machines easy and simple to
s p ite . Write for free illustrated^catalogue
wofun information.

T

No hand touches it from
the moment the wheat
is scoured until it enters
your pantry.

CURE

I.HER8EY,

Wills fir y#«r Relghbirs.

«

Scrupulous cleanliness
accom panies every step
in the m anufacture of

A Positive

Mammoth Trades.

ROBINSON.

fceU over fbt another season, so will
afoee oat a t f l . 2 5 per thousand. Buy
aow and sate money.
HARRY R. BURLEIGH
58 Pleasant St.
Flone 108-8.

Moulton, KINCAID & W ILSON, Mara Hill,

JOHN WATSON CO., fit!iliens Agents Houiton, Me,

i.a ii'jin

for Sale.

I h *e a few choice Cockerels
fort \e. Eggs for hatching
fig m Km. Write for prices to

IR

or woman now has the opportunity of
possessing a strong and healthy stomach. Will you grasp it? People with
weak stomachs are al*avs in misery,
Pepsoids have made thousands of people
happy by giving them what nature intended everyone should possess- a strong
and healthy stomach, so as to enjoy the’
best there is in life. Try Pepsoids to day,
price only 50 cents a bottle at drug store,
Or yon may have a full sized bottle free by
writing the Medical Department of The
Vio Chemical Co., Chicago, 111.
7

A G K N T S H O U L T O N , MK.

O vn an it» n tal

P o u ltry supply house in conecttk>n. beef scraps, ground bone, grit,
•1m »| > (34 I I i 4411 S t r e e t ,
g ro u n d oyster shells, meat meal,
, psr, ared po u ltry foods, lice killers, Telepln e No. 5.5-3
,40m (octants, &c.
>r *

ft*lAr I

COCHRAN,

TRY A B O T T L E - F R E E ;

Ely’s Cream Balm
P la in

/

pr

qtiantityof thepurest Pepsin and other expensive drugs each tablet contains, (see
formula on bottle.) Pepsoids are sold at 50
cents a bottle on an absolute guarantee to
cur -, or money refunded. We will send
you, if vou have net used Pepsoids before,
a
bottle FR EE; merely send us
your name and address, and you will reecive prom 1 t lv a full sized bottle. You do
in >t obliga: w mirself to pay a cent. All we
ask after 1\ us adu nave cured or greatly
benef tted y.m is, that you recommend
Pepsoids to your friends. E v e ry m a n

H. J. H A T H E W A Y CO.

C om pany

At Standard Bred.
ji#.
Iw'i

P E P S O I D S D E S T R O Y D ISE A SE : G E R M S O F T H E S T O M A C H .

%," " u
"

V

*
T rade

M arks
D e s ig n s
C s p v r i s h t s $LC.
A nyon# sending a
a nd deecrrliitlon mav
nulekly M.’ortalri o a r opinion fra a v th a th e r an
Mi-. antloH In t*ro»al»ly patom talU a CommnnlpA.
ti n»*ti1a»ly«n8fl® nt(al. HAlOBDOK on P a la n ta
M 'litfra e. OMaat m o t i t fo r a a o u n n a p a te n ts .
ta hpn
M unn A Co. re c e ire

J7>t\
,

Aq
*4

Vo,

Ay

rr * (riI netic1', IrlMwat esnrge. In tba

Sci^tttiflc American.

A liandaecnaljr IlleatrataA w aak lf. I.a ra a a t cir(Milutlon o f any aetantlfla g a r n a t T arm a, It. a
ynar ; fo u r m o n th s, |L Sold b y a ll naw adaaJa: s.

MUHNSiCo.3i,B^
* New York
Bianefe Office, (585F SU Waabtagton, D. C.

F o r S a le
A la iy o n o w s'm i* . u H
K ixO .s titu a t* v ] in oji« o |

st<x*keri w itii n e w
U ih th r iv in g to w s 4

of Anxotxvik. For furtliNT partiixilHMi iiHAiire
oi L. M. FELCH, Times Office.

